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The tie game between St. George
and Camden .will be played off at
St. George tonight, beginning as
nearly as possible at 5.30 p. m.
It is a crucial contest in several
respects. If SL George wins it
means a clear title to the Bok
prize of $250, as St. George also
won the first half. If Camden
wins it means the Shells must play
the winner of the first half to
sec who has first prize. If Cam
den loses she will have to play
Rockland to see who has second
place in the second half, and the
winner would have to play Thom
aston, which won second place in
the first half. Second prize of
$100 would be at stake. Stick
around: there may be more excite
ment yet.

Rockland, Maine, Thursday, September 2, 1937

MORAN WAS ON THE JOB

THREE CENTS A COPY

RICHARDSON’S RED WAGONS

Volume 92.................. Number 105.

THE THEBAUD’S PERIL

Rockland Member Of Maritime Commission Some Highly Interesting Local History Told By Arctic Exploration Schooner Nearly Lost—The
Story Told Here Yesterday
Man Whose Hobby It Is
Found Discrepancies On Inspection Tour

"We then turned about and went
Ait SOS call which none heard,
Substituting on gument which led to the purchase of
A saving of $20,000,000 a year inf “In the event of a disaster," said
a half hour notice | the diaphone. The conflagration oc- but which nearly sounded the doom north to the Arctic Circle and fin
the carrying of mall by subsidized Commissioner Moran, “those 28 men
*
Of all earthly music that which —
yesterday, John M. i curred on a stormy day, when the of the MacMillan Arctic Expedition ished our trip as planned.”
steamships has already been effected would have been trapped like rats
» reaches farthest into heaven Is ~
A modern treasure ship, loaded
Richardson enter- ’ desultory ringing of the old alarm
i The cargo was removed from the
f the beating of a truly loving —
by the United States Maritime ComQf
and lhe barricade
tained the Rock- j was not taken seriously by the fire- on the schooner Gertrude L. The- with priceless scientific treasure un
— heart —H. W Beecher.
•*
mission, according to former Con- was torn down ln the other exit
land Lions Club' men until the fire was beyond con- baud was made known here yesterday earthed during a two-months' expe
gressman Edward C. Moran, Jr., who Qn a vjsjt
[be Award's quarters
ir. an interview given to The Cou dition to the Arctic Circle, sailed out
with his popular ' trol.
is the New England member of that the commissioner found the bunks so
lecture “RedWag- ! The speaker referred to fire extin- rier-Gazette by Lieut. Commander of Bar Harbor Tuesday.
EAST UNION FIRE
board.
close that the men had to climb over I
ons," which had guishers which have shown little Donald B. MacMillan. He thus de * She was the Gertrude L. Thebaud,
Mr. Moran, who is at his Rockland each other, and directly over the
sturdy Gloucester schooner, manned
been found by i change since their first use in 1837.
scribed the disaster which nearly by Lieut. Commander Donald B. Mc
A woods fire of unknown origin in
home on a brief vacation told The heads of the men in the upper bunks
several other lo- Fire escapes came into use in 1840.
sent the famous racing schooner to Millan and a party of students and
the vicinity of the O. R. Brown cot
Courier-Gazette yesterday that Uncle ran live? steam pipes. Moran called cal organizations to embody a prime
Turning his attention now to
the bottom.
tage in East Union, meant three
Sam has been paying nearly $30,000,- the officers' attention to this.
scientists, bound for Gloucester. Mass,
bit of local history relating to the Rockland's own fire history. Mr.
hours of vigorous fire fighting on the
"On July 30 we sent out an SOS where the group will disband.
000 a year for this purpose and that
| Richardson told of the city's first
“That’s the way the boat was city's fire fighting systems.
part of the Camden Fire Department
Stops at Boothbay Harbor Tuesday
Mr. Richardson admitted that fire- I engine, the hand-tub Resolution, front Frobisher Bay, but fortunately
built,” was the reply.
no one heard it. The water was three and Portland today will be made en
yesterday. The water of Crawford
In another place—the men's quar fighting is his hobby, engendered no bought in 1840. In 1845 was bought
Lake was within usable distance, and
feet deep in the radio room at the route.
ters—Commissioner Moran saw wa doubt by the fact that he served on the handtub Boston, handled by
time, consequently the batteries were
with the aid of the large pump, the
MacMillan, who made his first
the
department
committee
if
the
1
“
the
gentlemen
of
the
town."
ter on the deck.
flames were checked at a point 10' Greeted As “Next President”
nearly gone.
.
voyage to the Polar region with AdWhere did that come from?” he
feet from the cottage. The source of!
“The rise and fall of tide in Fro- i miral Peary, expressed genuine pleasAt V. F. W. Convention
asked.
the blaze is .unexplained as no one |
bishei
Bay is 30 feet. On the falling ] ure a^
success of this, his 16th
"A leak around the bulkhead."
water, we grounded at anchor and ’ trip
In Buffalo
was known to have been in that I
“Why didn't you report it?" asked
went over on our side, fortunately,
locality since Monday.
Numbered among the numerous
the company official who was with
Delegates to the national conven
toward the cliff near which we were discoveries and collections of fact
Moran.
tion of the Veterans of Foreign Wars
anchored. Because of the fact that made by the expedition since it left
“I have reported it steadily for a
cheered Senator Arthur H. Vanden
she drained 15 feet of water. I was the Maine coast June 24 was the
year and a half.”
berg Monday when he called for
atraid that she would not rise when fact, important to mapmakers. that
In
a
rough
sea
the
conditions
were
“legislatiorv—now—Which takes the
the tide came back.
Resolution Island, near the Hudson
such that the men's shoes would1
profit out of any future war."
"Wc at once, as a safety precau Straits, was in reality divided into
float
around
the
deck.
Delegates whistled and cheered
tion began to unload our equipment three separate islands.
“These are only a few of the un
again when the Republican Senator
and supplies on the beach. While
The expedition toiled to the peak
savory
conditions
which
I
found,"
]
from Michigan added:
working the tide began to rise. Evi of the southern section of the ice
said Commissioner Moran.
“I am speaking for new rules which
dently pressure on the bilge and cap of Baffin Land, a height of 2800
The upshot is that a committee of
will take the dollar signs off our
weight of
heavy
power
boat feet. MacMillan reported that the
technical experts will visit all of the
battle flags forever."
Formerly Levi Seavey Clothing
and heavy racing masts started her
cap was of two sectlons and ..to
155 subsidized ships, conducting their
Store
Vandenberg was the principal
covering board on the port side. On very evidently dying and in years to
examinations from the standpoint of
WATTS BLOCK. THOMASTON speaker at the opening session of the
the rising water she began to fill and come will eventually disappear.”
the crew's quarters, listing the bad
V.F.W convention. As he began
in spite of our pumping continuously
Strangest of the scientific occupa
West
Coast
found
that
this
Down
conditions
and
telling
what
ones
may
speaking one delegate shouted from
for two hours we could not seem to tions which lhe expedition pursued
Easter was no greenhorn
be corrected, along with the cost.
the floor "the next President of the
keep it down.
was the “canning" of the eerie cry
The reports are already coming in.
A Rockland hand-tub which figured in John's story.
United States." Vandenberg saluted
“Staterooms and bunks were all of "Mother Carey's chickens,” tech
in the general direction of the dele the Commission has now subsidized The matter will then be taken up
unaei water—those on the port side.
WHITE SHOES AND
the ships for $5,000,000 during the with the operator of that particular City Government, and was chairman
In 1853 occurred a series of bad When the water reached our ceiling nically known as Leach's petrel, who
gate with a quick wave of his hand.
roost on Kent Island ln faraway Bay
fires. Two fire engines were ordered,
next six months. The new operating ship, and it is only a question of for several years.
SANDALS
and was nearly up to the main hatch of Fundy.
they arrived one conflaCharles Emery who recently gradu differential contracts are already in 1 time. Moran thinks, when the crews', He went back, in his talk yesteday but before
t
™ we sent out an SOS and gave her up.
At Real Closing Out Prices
Dr. Alfred O Gross. Bowdoin Col
quarters will be put in proper con to the day when the world began gration ha cause a oss o «
ated from Tilton School, Tilton. N. H. effect.
. whll{ busily unloading, we discovered
lege ornithologist, supervised record
The Commission's attitude toward dition.
to recognize that fire could be an | The new engines. were the DWgo and ,
is about to enter Colby College.
ing of the calls of these birds, assist
The sailors are happy in the 1 enemy as well
a serVant. The first j Defiance. In 1855 the city had iu |
the appropriations has been indica
jumped to the pumps and ed by Albert R Brand, a former stock
SPECIAL BARGAINS
tive
of
similar
economy.
Moran
said,
thought
that
somebody
is
at
last
j
organ
ized
opposition
to
fires
was
the
I
first
paid
fire
company,
and
it
was
o
',
deIed
Ycur Established Piano Teacher
all men to get busy with broker, who turned ornithologist and
The appropriations bill called for working in their behalf.
! Hand gqUirts ofLondon. The mem-Ia strictly up to date affair, because
MABEL FRANCES LAMB $10,000 000 in cash, and authority to "When the conditions have got so bers racecj t0 fjres Wjth iarge cylin- it struck for more money when it had buckets and pails.
Joined the Cornell University research
"The boys worked like Trojans, staff.
Patronize your established Piano contract for new merhant marine to bad that we can t standthem, and ' bers containing water which they j beenoperating only a short time,
Splendid Quality Suits At Amaz
Teacher who is ready to serve you the amount of $150 000.000. With iU threaten to quit work, they call us ■ sqUirted on the flames.
The Thebaud carried 20.000 plants
I In 1869 the city bought the hand- hoisting and lowering 10-gailon tins
ingly Low Prices
each day in the year.
at the rate of four a minute For some collected by Dr. David H Potter, astubs
Gen
Berry
and
N.
A.
Burpee.
Just Before School Begins
feet now firmly placed, the Commis- Bolshevists and Communists," one of
The first fire engine came into exCall Rockland 1026
time we could not seem to gain an social professor of botany at Clark
sion has told the Appropriations, the men told Moran.
istence in 1518. and had no mobility The Dirigo and Defiance were sold,
The water was now over the top university, and 215 bird skins brought
Committee that it doesn't want the' 'Take any economic royalist in the and no range, but a pressure stream. but the city bought them back again of the engine and three feet four ba^
jyp,ey pQrl)es Qf
| cash so long as it can be assured United States and give him a cruise Good advancement was made in 1670 and they were renamed the H. G.
inches deep in the main cabin.
the
Bowdoin
College
museum of
the new ships will be built.
as a sailor in some of the 'glory through the introduction of leather!Bird and the John Bird- The A»t
“Gradually we began to gain with
TONIGHT
Moran's specific duties on the com- holes' I have seen,” said Commis- hese. The first effective hand ! steam fire engine, the City of Rock- two pumps and buckets going at full biology.
The expedition also replenished the
j mission Include the operation of 38 sioner Moran, "and I believe he will engine made its appearance in 1750. land was bought in 1860 The Cen speed. She floated. We turned her
•J)ancill^ /
special attraction
government ships, whose routes are come back a Communist or a Bolshe- in i83o came the first steam fire tral Fire Station on Spring street was p round with our 45 h. p power boat stock of accurate historical knowl
edge on Frobisher Bay, discovered
I to South America. India, via the Suez vist."
engine. In 1875 the city of Cincin- established in 1872.' and several ad
VIC HUNTER and his ORCHESTRA •
and towed her away from the cliff 361 years ago by Martin Frobisher
ditional reservoirs were built. The
i
Canal;
Australia,
via
the
Panama
!
"The
passengers
are
not
allowed
to
nati
was
first
to
use
steam
fire
Direct fram the Million Dollar Steel Pier
and gave her the foresail and sailed and relocated in 1800 by Charles
, Canal; the Orient, via the Panama I visit the crew's quarters." Moran engines completely. In 1902 Hanover. only one now in existence is the one
at Atlantic City
her out into Frobisher Bay.
Francis Hall. The 77-year-old map
at
the
corner
of
Lincoln
street
and
Canal; and the United Kingdom and says, "and have no idea what exists. Germany had the first entirely moDANCING 9 TO 1
ADMISSION 50c PLUS TAX
"The operator assisted by John of the region, made by Hall, was
France. The important question of If you eradicate the bad conditions torlzed apparatus. London had the Talbot avenue.
Halford and Peter Stengil, amateur found grossly Inaccurate, a condition
labor also comes within his jurisdic- J’ou will automatically eliminate the first fire boat in 1850. Every large
a • • a
radio men, succeeded in making a which Streeter Bass and John Hal
tion. Recent hearings were held by causes of most of the disturbances.” city now has such apparatus, which
In 1879 was bought the second new radio set and called up Resolu ford, Bowdoin students, corrected.
Moran in San Francisco Los Angeles
"We had 73 days in which to settle is extremely effective.
tion Island to assure them and peo
A more complete account of the
and Seattle. The evidence obtained the ocean mail contracts which had
Back in 1850 all of the fire appara- steamer James F. Sears, at which
SPECIAL FOR WEEKEND
ple at home that we had saved the voyage will appear in Saturday's
in the field of operations was taken been cancelled by Congress as of tus was not owned by municipalities, time the city sold the tubs Berry and
ship and that we were all right.
issue.
to Washington, whither the shipping June 30. and claims against the gov- Insurance companies had depart- Burpee, new hand reels being used
interests have been summoned for ar- ernment amounting to $73,000,000 ments of their own.
for additional apparatus. The N. A.
gument. The findings have been "ere settled for $750,000. or practicalThe modern fire alarm came into Burpee was sold to Brunswick, and
taken under advisement and the reone cent on the dollar."
existence in 1850. prior to which the under the name of Niagara has been
suit. Commissioner Moran told The
alarm was sounded by the human The Gen. Berry came back to Rock
Courier-Gazette reporter, would be
voice, bells, etc. Berlin had the first land, and for a while was known as
Reservations Appreciated. Tel. Warren 5-23
announced shortly after Labor Day. >
central alarm system in 1850
the Albert R. Havener.
j This finding will determine the
In Rockland church bells were used
In 1918 the purchase of motorized
I minimum wage scale, minimum scales Bronze Marker To Be Placed for many years. Under the adminis apparatus began, under the adminis
j for manning the ships and reasonOn the House Where They tration of the late Mayor William tration of the late Mayor Flint.
[ able working conditions for all of the
S. White there was installed the
Mr Richardson paid high tribute
Were Born
: subsidized privately owned vessels.
SOUTH POND
Gamewell Electric Telegraph with six to our present firefighters—honest,
In the inspection of these steam(By The Roving Reporter—Fourth Installment)
An event of international signifi- boxes, the late Arnold H. Jones then earnest and courageous.
ships Commissioner Moran lived for j cnnce to whlch the puWjc b Jnvjted being fire chief. In 1925 came the
In 1879 there were 20 calls upon the
half dozen other stunts which fur
a while in the crew's quarters, brav- w,u
present diaphone system, the speaker department and the lasses then sus
nish thrills galore.
frz i inff vermin and other discomforts, he
‘
da> at “ being chairman of the Fire Depart- tained were greater than those which
he had familiarized him- ocloclc at 13 HaI1 street. This event. ment Committee at that time,
Z i said, until
u
Facts About the Falls
accompanied the 200 calls last year.
ith conditions which he offi- which will be marked by music and
Mr. Richardson's listeners apparWith limited time at our disposal
An intensely Interested listener to
daily declared needed changing. eminent speakers, Is sponsored by the ently agreed with him when he said Mr. Richardson's story was Ralph L.
we preferred to visualize the won
These included overcrowded quarters, Womans Educational Club which there was nothing else that sounded Smith, whose father Mark Smith was
derful spectacle from terra firma.
poor ventilation, and unclean condi- also took the initiative two years ago hke it in the world, He told of the one time chief engineer of the De
On the American side you stand
AT
tions. On one occasion, he said, his i in honoring likewise America's fore- nlan who collapsed on School street, partment, and bought Rockland's
within a few feet of the American
guide had pointed withpride to the j most woman poet Edna St. Vincent seemingly from fright caused by the first steam fire engine. Mr. Smith
Fall, which has a drop of 167 feet,
bedding.
Moran lifted a mattress j Millay who has since been given a dhiphone's screech, but later hunger told an interesting anecdote in con
and has a contour of 1060 feet! You
and a nest of cockroches fled.
college degree, Doctor of Literature, was diagnosed as the cause of the nection with hls father's resignation,
follow a circuitous path to see the
The law provides that there must by Colby.
man's death.
rapids come tumbling down, and then
and his volunteer service at a fire in
be two means of escape forward of
Ever since I have been old enough
The two sisters, famous actresses.! The fire on McLoon wharf, caus- the old Courler-Oazette building.
BEANO
(Continued on Page Four)
the collision bulkhead. On one ship Maxine and Gertrude Elliott born in in8 a loss of $40,000, was the final arGuests yesterday were Frank Hard to hear the matter discussed I have!
Moran
says
he
found
28
men
quar

RUNNING EVENTS
i
this city Jessie and May McDermott.
ing. Rockland's new lawyer; and Dr. been told that the visitor's first im
tered there.
now reside in Europe, having been j°urn an anniversary meeting with Stephen Gould, of Washington. D. C. pression at Niagara Falls Is one of YOUR FAVORITE POEM
Games For Young and Old
"Where are the two escapes?" he married to men of distinction there. Mrs Minnie Miles. 31 Ocean street. both of whom received much ap disappointment, in spite of the fact
If I had my life to live again I would
asked.
Consulting with Maine State his- hostess, for picnic supper, speakers plause. Visiting Lions were George that the Niagara is known as the have made a rule to read some poetry
llaten to some music at least once
“One is in the next room, and the tonan. Judge E. K. Gould (renowned and discussions. A quiz in psychol- W. Dyer, and Dr. A. H Chase. Dr. "World’s Greatest Cataract. " I was aandweek.
The lose of these tastes la a
BASEBALL GAME, 4 P. M.
other is in front." the port captain for his accuracy and talents along ogy wil1 center in the test on "How Chase has been "the life of the party- prepared to be disappointed, and so (oaa of happiness. —Charles Darwin.
replied.
ADMISSION, 25c; CHILDREN 10c
historical and genealogical lines) the shy are you and why?”
all summer, and all regretted that I might have been had I devoted all
TO ALTHEA FROM PRISON
Walking into the former Moran Educational Club prepared to place a
my time on the American side, in When Love with unconflned wings
Questions to be asked: What is the this was his last meeting here.
Hovers
within my gates.
could see no escape, and was in bronze tablet upon the house in which raesent government of the United
“Frank H. Ingraham’s Indians van stead of crassing into Canada and And my divine Althea brings
DANCING
SPECIALTY ACTS
DRAMA
formed by his guide that it was be were born these gifted sisters, later S,ates? Where and when was the first quished Wilbur Senter's Scouts com viewing the famous Horseshoe Fall.
To whisper at the grates;
I :ie tangled ln her hair
hind a partition. This, the commis acclaimed abroad for their talents' Ulllon flag unfurled? Describe it. pletely.
We had wondered how far distant When
And fetter’d to her eye.
1. O. O. F. Hall, 8 P. M.
sioner found to be a permanent par and art in dramatics. The unveiling w”af noted American died during
the roar of the falls might be heard, The Gods that wanton in the air
Know no such liberty.
ADMISSION 35c; CHILDREN 15c
tition, which would have to be re of this marker will occur during the Washington's administration,
and
but the roar of the automobile traffic
moved.
When flowing eupa run swiftly round
exercises
to
which
all
are
bidden.
I
what
great
discovery
did
he
make?
outdid
Niagara
and
if
I
recall
our
106-106__
«
4WAVW
With no allaying Thames.
Moran then started to climb the
guide's words correctly the sound of Our careless hands with roses bound
Taps will be sounded by Lieut.
“We feel highly honored that the
Our
with loyal flames:
other escape.
Hollings who will also play as cornet Woman's Educational Club of Rockthe falls does not carry quite a mile When hearts
thirsty grief In wine we steep.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:
"Don't climb up there!" exclaimed solos "Danny Boy" and “Silver land should want to commemorate
When Healths and draughts go free—
Meantime let me introduae our
School days are here again, and on guide—Jack Harter, vice president of Fishes that tipple ln the deep
the guide.
Threads Among the Gold" as part of our existence ln this great world" is
Know no such liberty.
“Oh. I learned to climb down on the music program.
what Lady Oertrude Forbes-Robert- my rounds of visitation as city ma a company which makes use of 300
When (like committed linnet) I
the Maine Coast," replied the Com
Several speakers of note will follow 5500 wrote the State historian, as to tron, so many appeals have been cars in sightseeing trips around the With shriller throat shall sing
ROCKPORT, ME.
The sweetness, mercy, majesty
missioner.
the State historian who has kept in marking the sisters' birthplace.
made to me for footwear by the falls. Mr Harter knows the ropes,
And glories of my King;
Mrs. Nellie R. Ballard, Prin. Telephone Camden 463
“But you can't get out," insisted touch with these sisters, having re Thi two speakers will be Congress
and it would probably have taken When I shall voice aloud how good
mothers
whose
children
must
attend
He
la. how great should be.
the guide.
cently received a letter from Gertrude man E. C. Moran Jr.. Democrat, and
Gonia and I two days to cover the Enlarged
winds, that curl the flood
school
next
week.
“Why?"
Know no such liberty.
Elliott (now Lady Forbes-Robertson Roland T. Patten, Republican, sec
territory which he took us over ln
SCHOOL OPENS TUESDAY, SEPT. 7
“Because it is 'dogged' down."
Children outgrow clothing, shoes as many hours. Two days is about Stone walls do not a prison make.
of London, slated last August to play retary to Congressman Clyde H.
COURSES—SECRETARIAL. ACCOUNTING, STENOGRAPHIC,
Nor Iron bars a cage;
The 'commissioner continued to the part of Ophelia from "Hamlet” in Smith.
and what may not fit their boy or what the visitor ought to spend at
Minds Innocent and quiet take
CIVIL SERVICE
climb.
___ ...
Boston) in which she expressed
Music will be furnished by the girl may fit others. I would be glad Niagara Falls, if he is going to see That for an hermitage;
"No. no. don't go up there." the pleasure that the Educational Club Harvie family orchestra, with solos to call for these articles, or they can them, from the deck of "The Maid “And’ta fmyd°miitnaSyiw
Office Now Open For Registration—8.00 A. M. to 12.30 P. M.
1 by Misses Marion and Dorothie Har- be left at the city store. Phone °f the Mist," steamboat, make the Angels alone, that soar above.
guide pleaded, “there’s cargo piled will thus honor them.
104-106
Helen Corbett | "Cave of the Winds" trip and do the EnJoy aUCh Uberi!i
At 4 o'clock club members will ad- ’ vie and Dudley Harvie.
onto It.”
663-W.
«•

•

FOR VANDENBERG

Money In Your Pocket

Message From

“LINDSEY’S”

Closing Out Sale

Boys’ Suits

OaklandPark

GREEN PLATE CHICKEN DINNER

THE NIAGARA ROLLS ON

75 Cents

ELLIOTT SISTERS

Being Also the Story of The Thousand Islands,
Where Millionaires Disport

SANDY SHORES

1 LABOR DAY CELEBRATION

'

ST. GEORGE BASEBALL PARK

CLOTHING WANTED

BALLARD BUSINESS SCHOOL

■Richard Lovelace,

Page Twt
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THE ATLANTIC HIGHWAY

The Courier-Gazette
_________ THREE-TIMF.S-A-WEEK__________

Thou Shalt love the Lord thy God
with all thy heart, and with all thy
soul, and with all thy mind—Matt.
22:31-40.

Road From Rockland To Bangor Is Called Names
and Deserves Them

CAMDEN
Declared by Senator Fernald to be
Alden Damery, who has been em
ployed during the summer as mes "the weakest link in the arterial high
senger boy at the Western Union way between Maine and Florida."
Telegraph office, completes hls duties j and characUrlzed by Harry T.
Saturday.
Gushee of Camden as an "orphan"
The name of Keith Carroll was
the Atlantic Highway—Rockland to
called at the Comique Theatre TuesBangor
—yesterday had its “day in
dya night, and as he was not pres
ent, $143 will be given away next court” at Augusta. Prominent lead, .
.
Tuesday night.
ers in both parties appeared before
Miss Flora Fish of Rockland is the State Highway Commission to
guest iof Mrs. Frances Fish.
cutline its defects and plead for imMr. and Mrs. Willis Monroe and | med,ate
More than 200

WAS DESPONDENT

IT SEEMS CERTAIN

Town Manager Percy R. Keller of
Camden, and Mayor Leforest A.
Thurston of Rockland.
Hodgdon C. Buzzell of Belfast, for
mer President of the Maine Senate,
told the commission there was "not
a foot of cement road in Waldo
County.” except for a short distance
in the town of Burnham.
“The only reason to use Route 1
along here is in the event you have
a sluggish
he added
Obadiah Gardner, former United
State Senator who formerly lived in

The Help One Another Circle of

Bids on the proposed Deer IsleMrs. Beulah Isabel Robbins 48. wife
Sedgwick Bridge, estimated to cost J of James Robbins of Thomaston,
$1,020,000. are scheduled to be pub committed suicide Tuesday afternoon
licly opened Oct. 2 in the offices of
by leaping into the waters of an
the Maine State Highway Commis
abandoned limerock quarry on the
sion.
Following a special session. Gov. Old County road.
Lewis O. Barrows and the Executive
Medical Examiner H J. Weisman.
Council a week ago voted to "guaran- i returning a verdict of suicide, said
tee an additional $145,000 from the .
woman had been dead about three
State contingent fund to Federal au- j
I Lour; when the body was found by
thorities to insure construction of the
her young son.
projec
Announcement was made by the ' Mrs. Robbins was said by neighbors
Public Works Administration in ■ to have been in a despondent mood.
^heXm™^
‘°
threatened ‘*veraI times

DRAKE/KflZZCP/Z FURNITURE CO

It’s like a busy rail

road terminal down

here at style center.

me/

know TIMKEN

cuts heat costs %

Sheldon's Bus will leave at 8 p. m..
Strand Theatre every Friday night
for Swan’s Lake dance—25c and 35c. J
—Adv.
105-lt

PATRONIZE YOUR

ESTABLISHED
FLORIST
Who is ready to serve you
365 days in the year

Silsby’s Flower Shop
TEL. 318-W
371 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
lOOtf

$3.00 to $8.00

New Fall Shirts

$1.00 to $2.00
New Fall Neckwear

65c to $1.50

GREGORY’S
416 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.

’ Oil

WARREN

Bids For Deer Isle-Sedgwick Thomaston Woman Ends Kings' Daughters will meet Monday
Life In An Abandoned night at the home of Mrs. Ella Caler.
Bridge To Be Opened On
Mrs. Charles O. Dalrymple, soon
Lime Quarry
October 2
to move to Worcester. Mass., where

son Willis are making a ten day visit attended the hearing at the conclu- dockland, declared his belief that
15 of tbis j.ear Bids already
recent monjh®
co^‘n‘- suic.de.
‘the road would break a ^nakp's
u
’She is survived by her husband, two
in Bluehlll.
I sion of which the chairman of the u
’ *ouia DreaK a snaKes have been sought by the bridge dis-,
'
George (Hall is having a vacation
back in its present location. J.
, .
1 daughters and one son.
from his duties as caretaker for the Commission Paul D. Thurston said Crosby Hobbs Qf Camden
the "pWA
approved a
The funeral services will be held at
Public Library and during his ab-1 his board would doeverything in Its commission to “find the money for $3i5000 grant last December to ald,the resldence of Mrs George A.
sence Herman Bowley ls in charge. , power.
»$" when Chairman Thurston asked in constrUctlon of the bridge, stipu- Brewst€r- Rankin street. Rockland.
Rev. W. F. Brown of the Baptist
Among the well known leaders who !lim- 'what can be used for money" ;ated that the proJect must be com-',his afternoon at 2 o'clock. The interment will be in Thomaston.
pieted by April 1. 1939.
Church and Mrs. Brown have been urged the improvement were Con-, t0 make the changes.
gressman
Brewster.
ex-Gov.
Louis
J.
H
°bbs
agreed
that
the
Highway
Prior
to
the
guarantee
of
the
addivisiting Mr. and Mrs. Carlton Wood
Brann. ex. U. S. Senator Obadiah
Planning survey about to be made t;onai *145000 by the Governor and
at Kingman.
STRAND THEATRE
Mr. and Mrs. John Talbot have re Gardner and Oliver L. Hall, secretary ml8ht be the solution to the read council the state appropriated $567.problems along Route 1.
coo toward the cost of the constructurned to St. Louis, Mo . after a visit to Gov. Lewis Cf. Barrows.
A novel back stage lot, charred
Miss Grace U. Church. State Rep-Other speakers at the meeting intion oj tjle project,
with his mother. Mrs. Dudley Talbot.
resentative and Senator Roy L. Fern- jvhided Forrest H Bond of Jefferson.
p.w.A officials in Washington said with action and highly humorous
The Funeral of Lily May. wife of aid engaged In a discussion, at times 0 E Fras: former mayor of Belfast. tnat while lt was customary to pro- situations, forms the background for
Oscar jP. Chapin, was held from the heated. when Fernald urged that the Ashle> H Littlefield, selectman of vide a 15 percent advance of the RKO Radio's hilarious musical com
Good FUneral Home Wednesday aft immediate issue was improvement of Northport Judge Zelma M Dwinal of grant prior to construction, they edy. “New Faces of 1937." the first of
ernoon and burial was in Mountain the entire route, rather than any one Camden. Horace Chapman. Bangor would not make such an advance to a series of yearly extravaganzas.
cemetery. The deceased was born in portion. Miss Church charged that [ hote‘ man. Louis A Walker, secretary Maine until the State “shows abso- Joe Penner. Milton Berle, Parkyakarthis town 64 years ago and always “Senator Fernald seems to be the J tlle dockland Rotary Club. Arthur : lute good faith
kus Harriet Hilliard. William Brady.
lived here.
Jerome Cowan and Thelma Leeds are
principal sponsor” of the cut-off sug K. Walker, first selectman of Rock
Gov. Barrows said a certified copy
Mrs. Albert Waitt and four children gestion. She argued that work re port. Harry T. Gushee of Camden. cf the Council order which “guaran featured.
ot Haverhill. Mass., and Mrs. Ger cently completed by State workmen ’ Arthur Goodhue Northport, select teed" the additional $145,000 "was I Embellishing the story are five
j colorful production numbers intro
trude Fowler of Madison and Bay- at the junction of Routes 1 and 3 man. William Farwell of Thorndike. sent to the Washington officials.”
ducing a galaxy of new talent to the
side, have been guests of Mr. and Mrs. in Stockton Springs village made it Fred Black. Monroe selectman.
screen in scintillating songs, dances
Richard Howarth.
Charles
A.
Bruce
of
Belfast,
and
unnecessary to have the cut-off con
A BIG DROP
and novelty acts.
The Megunticook Anglers' Club sidered, as the former sharp corner Judge Ellery Bowden of Winterport.
The story reveals the questionable
Landings
of
fish
at
the
three
prin

meets Friday night with Hervey had been eliminated.
operations of a producer of stage
cipal
New
England
ports
during
the
Allen at his camp at Lake MeguntiAfter depositing with the commisfirst six months of the year decreased plays. Romanltc complications upset
cook. The meeting will be held at I sion a detailed report of the condi
by 7.781.030 .pounds in volume and the plans of the producer, who flees
6 o'clock and refreshments will be tion of Route 1 along the section for
by about $1.COO.000 in value compared just in time to save a show backed
which improvement is sought, Fer-'
served.
with a similar period in 1936. the bu- ,
the last $15,000 of a pretty show
Miss Mary French, who has been nald introduced Representative Brew
reau of fisheries said. Total landings j a<?tress.
ster.
who
urged
that
improvement
of
visiting at the home of her brother.
for the six months' period ia Boston,
Practically all of the action takes
Edwin French, returned this morning the highway would “enable our visi
Gloucester, and Portland, were 185.- Place backstage, although scenes in
to Germantown, Penn., accompanied tors" to travel a road of scenic beauty
557.C08 pounds, valued at 54.414.973. an apartment, aboard a train, an au
by her mother. Mrs. Margaret French. in driving to vacation spots.
compared
with 193.338.234 pounds tomobile ride on a toll bridge, and
Former Governor Brann told the
Megunticook Grange will spend to
worth $5 410 986 in the first half of various street scenes furnish back
day, Thursday, at George E. Nash's commission he was “most sympaground diversion.—adv.
1936.
camp at Hosmer Pond. The sewing thetic” to the uesires of the propoclrcle will meet In the afternoon and nents for improvement of the road,
a picnic supper to which all Grange and urged that “every possible conmembers are Invited, will be served at 1 sideratlon’ be shown. He urged the
6 o'clock.
improvement on a basis of safety, as
t°hE
Yachts in the harbor number the wel1 85 for
comfort and conveniColistne. owned zy Marshall Field of, en'e il would afford the motorist.
Chicago, the White Heather and the ' Oliver
Ollver L.
L- Hall
Hal1' secretary to Gov.
--------- St>U VE
'/es 7CX1GH?
Lone (Star owned by F. H. Prince of Barrows- spoke in behalf of the Im
I CAME FCOM
GOT THE
providence.
.provement. as did City Manager
A LONG Line ,
LlNEf
,
.. .
. James G. Wallace of Bangor. City
OF FIGHTeasL
There was a large attendance at | - J
Manager Harrie D Eckler of Belfast,
the meeting of the Ladies' Farm Bu
reau held Wednesday at Megunti-1
cook Grange hall. The subject was 1
"Household Buying."
Page Gray, employed at the Cam
den Garage, was struck by an auto
about noon Wednesday, receiving In- 1
juries to both legs. He was rushed !
in the First Aid Truck of the Fire
Department to Knox Hospital for an
x-ray.
Mrs. Lavaughn Thomas is visiting [
Ol'R LINE of homc furnbhings is chosen for QUALITY. We offer
relatives in Dark Harbor.
you
BETTER furniture at consistently reasonable prices ... it pays
F»W«T»«E COMMIT
A (reception will be given to Rt.'
361 MAIN ST.^?(”**
you to buy from Bl'RI’EE FURNITURE CO. Let Us serve YOU!
Rev. Benjamin Brewster and Mrs.
Brewster Sunday at St. Thomas
Episcopal rectory.
Schools commence Tuesday.
Mrs. William Kennedy of Lincoln- :
ville Beach is a medical patient at
the jPettapiece Hospital. Miss Rose j
Blanchette has returned to Biddeford. I
having been an x-ray patient. Ger
ald Ames has returned to Union after
the removal of tonsils.
With new merchandise arriving on
. . a every incoming train . . . and
Steel-Bracy
Rockland men coming to see it
Frances Bracy of Montclair. N. J.,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Eugene every time the door opens.
Bracy of this town, will be married
today to Curtis Steel of West Orange. I And the beauty of it is . . . every
N. J. The groom was graduated from ' one is not buying and you are not
the West Orange High School and expected to.
Coleman College in Newark, N. J.,,
and attended the Pace Institute in' This is a Fall opening. Gentlemen.
New (York city. He is now assistant
Not a Saturday before Easter. It's
credit manager of the Standard Oil ( a time to try on the new models in
Co. of New York.
leisure . . . thc buying can come
The wedding will be a quiet one
Says Mrs. Patricia Meade
later.
and held in a church in Montclair.
'My son showed me lhe savings Timken LIVE
Among those attending will be Miss All you need is the time .
and
HEAT afforded him and that's why I took out the
Winnifred Lamb and Miss Dorothy what a time you'll have.
oil burner I was using and replaced it with a
Young of Lincolnville Eeach, both
genuine Timken. You see, I have lo watch my
close friends of the bride.
Gregory’s
budget pretty closely. My own records on Tim
Following a honeymoon trip to1
ken heat show that it actually saves me beffer
Niagara Falls, the newly wedded
Fall Suits and Topcoats
than ’/« on oil and electricity."
couple will reside in Maplewood. N.
$25 to $40
J. The many Camden friends of the
The reason is simple. Only Timken offers LIVE
HEAT from the magic Wall of Flame ... seven
bride extend congratulations and best
limes faster warm-up from the patented chro
wishes for a happy wedded life.
New Fall Hats

DOING/

Every-Other-Day

•A copy of Mr«. Patricia Meade's
letter and other certified records
of savings for Timken owners are
Available from any Timken Dealer

mium steel flame-rim . . . more heat from less
oil because of scientific flame placement. Have
a Timken installed in your furnace or boiler in
just a few hours. Easy, convenient terms. Tele
phone TODAY for FREE HEATING CHECK-UP.

plans of 12 pools, each eight foot
square, laid side by side, the fish to
ascend in a zigzag course, may be
slightly varied In the construction.
Th? sponsor is the Knox County
Fish and Game Association, the com
mittee bMng the president, Oscar E.
Starrett, Charles E. Starrett and Aus
tin Moody Four men are employed at
present on the preliminary work.
Actual work in bed of the river will
of necessity be limited to a few hours
each day because of the tides. Water
in the mill pond is low, nnd none is
running over the dam to interfere.
Miss Virginia Soule has employ
ment in the canning factory at Wins
low's Mills.
Sheldon's Bus will leave at 8 p. m..
Strand Theatre every Friday night
for Swan's Lake dance—25c and 35c.
-Adv.
105-lt

PICNIC SPECIALS!

lb 25/
2 lbs 35/
2 lbs 25/
2 12-oz tins 35/
4 bots 25/

CHICKEN LOAF
MINCED HAM
POTATO SALAD
CORNED BEEF
GINGER ALE

No Charge For Bottles

± LABOR DAY

Jfood sale
c

• C*. tai. r

Perry’s Markets offer a grand selection of holiday
foods ... the quality you demand at prices you desire
and Perry’s Markets insist you shall have.

LAMB

lb 25/
lb 15/

GENUINE SPRING LAMB LEGS

GENUINE SPRING LAMB FORES

NEWLY CORNED
BONELE88
_______________
lb 25/
THICK RIB

STEAK SALE
Your Choice at 35c lb.
Boneless Sirloin,
Top Round Steak,
Rump Steak,
Cubed Steak,
Pork Steak,

LEAN BONELESS BEEF POT ROAST, lb
lb 35c
lb 35c MAINE SHORE ALIVE
LB.
M
lb 35c
lb 35c
lb 35c

ROCKLAND

TIMKEN
Gtifovnebtic
A Complete Line of Oil Heating and Air Conditioning Equipment
Oil Burners . . . Oilbeilers . . . Year ’Round Air Conditioning . . . Water Heaters

TEL. 730
FREE HEATING

Without obligation, we
will look over your heat
ing system and tell you
thesavingsTimken LIVE
HEAT makes possible.
Telephone TODAY for
details.

25c

LOBSTERS 24C

Your Choice at 19c lb.

PEANUT BUTTER................................. 2 lb jar 29c
lb 19c
MAXWELL HOUSE COFFEE...................... lb 29c
lb 19c
SALAD DRESSING ................................... quart 25c
lb 19c
CONFECTIONER’S SUGAR .... two 1 lb pkgs 13c
ib19c
BISQUICK .................................................... package 29c
lb19c

Hamburg Steak,
Stewing Beef,
Stewing Lamb,
Beef Liver,
Lamb Liver,

SWIFT S SILVER LEAF
FANCY NATIVE
LB.

29/

FOWL,

**

SHORT CUTS

23/

BACON,

3 cans 21c

o---------- O

2 cans 9c
—o

PAPER PICNIC

2 pkgs 9c

PLATES,

SMOKED SHOULDERS............. lb 24c
WELCH'S

UNDERWOOD’S

TOMATO JUICE,
2 pint bots 25c
o - —o

DEVILED HAM

KIPPERED

SNACKS,

NATIVE POTATOES............. peck 19c

/

NORWEGIAN

SARDINES,

PURE LARD, in handy tin pail........... 4 lb pail 69c

80 COUNT

Large Tin,

21c

Medium Tins,

WELCH’S ASSORTED

2 for 23c

A perfect blend of choice ham
and selected spices
o—— ■ o

HEINZ

KETCHUP, Ige bot 19c

GRANDEE OLIVES

2 pkgs 15c

NAPKINS,
o

------- o

2 jars 25c
o

JELLIES,
o

o---------- o
FOULDS

STUFFED

40 FOOT ROLL

3% oz. jar,

17c

MACARONI, lb pkg 10c

WAX PAPER, 2 rolls 12c

4% oz. jar, '

23c

WELCH’S

o---------- o

o--------- o

DEVILED

2 tins 9c

MEAT,
TUNA

FLAKES,

can 15c

o

GRAPE JUICE
pint bot 19c

OLIVE BUTTER
3 oz. jar,

12c

6 oz. jar,

19c

DILL OR SOUR

PICKLES,

Perry’s Supreme D’nuts
Jelly Rolls FRESH DAILY ARRIVALS
PRESERVING NEEDS

o

2

quart 17c

DOZ.

EACH

POLAR CLUB—ASSORTED FLAVORS

TONIC,
DOUBLE SAFETY

full quart bottle

CONTENTS

29>
17/
I II
V/

j

JARS, pts. C9c; qts. 79c
bot 25c

CERTO,

JAR RINGS,

5

doz

25c

MUSTARD, 1-2 Ib tin 19c
MUSTARD SEED pkg 10c
CELERY SEED pkg 10c

pint bottle 19c

PURE FRUIT SYRUP,

ASSORTED FLAVORS—MAKES A FULL GALLON

2 bottles 25c

MOXIE,
CONTENTS

Sunsh ineJ

crRve
L
?
it1a 11 icuaii

McLoon Sales and Service
21 LIMEROCK ST.

she and Dr. Dalrymple, members of
the faculty of the Worcester State
Teachers' College, have bought a
hem; was pleasantly surprised Mon
day by the members of the Umbrella
Club who tendered a lawn party by
way of farewell. Mrs. Dalrymple was
presented with an indirect lighting
table lamp. An entertainment in
cluded the reading of original poetry,
and a resume of the club which was
organized the fall of 1933. Sand
wiches. cake and fruit were served.
The third in a series of pie-nuptial
parties, honbring Miss Marjorie
Spear, was the tea held Tuesday aft

ernoon. In South Union, In the Irvilli? Thurston place, recently bought
by Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Barker. Mrs.
Barker was assisted as hostess at
the tea by Miss Eleanor Goodwin of
Kennebunkport.
Guests
present
included Miss Spear, guest cf honor,
Mrs Carl Moody of South Union,
Mis. Helen T. Yeo of Brighton. Mass.,
and Warren, Mrs. Ronald Messer and
Mrs Alena Starrett. The group
hemmed towels during the afternoon
for the prospective bride. Miss Good
win poured.
Preliminary work on the salmon
fishways at the village dam. was be
gun Monday under the supervision
of Everett M. Cunningham. The
trestle has been laid fpr the track, on
which material will be taken out from
the shore to the center cf the river.
The foundation will consist of stone
and pine log cribwork. The original

CALIFORNIA SARDINE’
can 05c
FRIENDS BEANS,
2 tins 29c
TEL. 1234
FOR
PROMPT
DELIVERY

iri

<

PKGS

WHII/AT IO
A COOL CEREAL
kL FOR A HOT D
DAV
AY 1

(CREAM LUNCH

THE FHVOMTt
FAMILY CFACKIFS

PEBBY'S MARKETS

ME)

USE THE
LARGE.
PARKING
SPACE AT
OUR PARK
ST. MARKET

)

Every-Other-Day
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The Pen That Makes Writing a Pleasure 1

FRIDAY and
SATURDAY
This Certificate Is Worth $4.41

Mliiy

This certifliate and 59c entitles the bearer to one of our Genuine Indestructible $5 CO VACUUM FILLER
SACKLESS FOUNTAIN PENS. Visible Ink Supply. You SEE the Ink. A lifetime guarantee with each
pen. Sizes for ladies, men, boys and girls. This pen wil not leak, blot or break.

26 27 28 2930

TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING

NEIGHBORHOOD

EVENTS

Sept. 3—Waldoboro—Dollar social of'
Susannah Wesley Society at Methodist I
vestry
Sept 3 (4 p. m )—Educational Club
picnic; Minnie Miles, hostess.
Sept 3-North Haven—Concert, Major.
Bowes' style at Calderwood hall
Sept. 3 (2 p. m l—Educational Club un- |
veiling exercises at birthplace of Maxine
Elliot: and Oertrude Elliott. Hall street.
Sept 3—Concert by Rockland City ,
Band at Public Landing
Sept 5-6—Third annual rifle, pistol
and trap shoot at Damariscotta.
Sept. 6—Labor Day.
Sept
6—South
Waldoboro—Selders
Cemetery Association at George Palmer’s.
Sept. 7—City schools begin.
Sept.
U— Thcmaston—Garden
Club I
meets with Mrs. Amos S Mills
Sept 9—Annual picnic of Lincoln Po- f
mona Orange at Pemaquid Point.
J
Cept 14—Annual fair of Miriam Re
bekah Lodge.
Sept 14—Rockport—Garden Club at
Lester Shinies'. Beech street
Sept. 16-17— "Indoor Circus’’ by Lakewood Players at Community Building,
auspices Rockland Elks Club.
Sept 22—Lincolnville—Annual town
fair.
_
Oct. 11—Knot County Teachers’ Con-,
vent'on at Rockland.
Oct 21—Annual meeting of KnoxLlncoln Farm Bureau at Rockland Com
munity Building

FAMILY REUNIONS
Sept.
4—North
Haven—Leadbetter
family at Grange hall.
Sept 6— Warren—Start-Hansen reunion
at Clarence Peabody's
Sept 12—East Palermo—Boynton rex
union at Grange hall.

Deputy Collector Seth R. Atwell Is
back at the desk after a fortnight’s
vacation spent at hls home In Brock
ton. Mass.

Oliver Ingraham has moved to 17
Grove street, occupying the apart
ments lately vacated by Mrs. Harriet
Levensaler.
Iendon C. Jackson. Jr., is having
his annual vacation from the Knox
County Trust Company. The Lions
missed him yesterday.

Rotary Club will observe District
Governors' Day Friday, and a 100
percent meeting ls expected to greet
Ralph Redfern. He has an appoint
ment with the directors at 11 a. m.
A regular meeting of Ruth Mayhew
Tent, D.U.V., will be held Monday
night in G.A.R. hall. Mrs. Priscilla
Smith, president, requests that all
members make a special effort to be
present, that plans may be formulated
for the annual fair and other business
at hand, after a recess of eight weeks
NEXT TUESDAY'S PAPER

In common with other citizens
the members of The Courier-Ga
zette staff will observe Labor Day
as a holiday. Which means that
there will be only a limited lime
for the preparation of next Tues
day's issue. Advertisers and con
tributors to that issue are request
ed to bear this in mind and have
their matter in this office, so far
as possible on or before Saturday
morning.
Rev. and Mrs. E. C. Herrick of
Newton Centre, Mass, have sold their
. , , .
, x
u
summer estate at Ash Point to Frank
_I. „
, New York. **Hanscom of
Mr. „„„
Han
scom is a former resident of Thom
aston. and with Mrs. Hanscom has
been stopping at The Samoset dur
ing the summer. The Herricks who
have been much abroad in the past
few years or detained at their home
because of Mr. Herricks added busi
ness affairs, have made their sum
mer home at this beautiful resort
since their marriage and their ab
sence from it will be a matter of
universal regret hereabouts.
Those fortunate persons who have
sampled the delicious cookery of Mrs.
Clarence Dorman will be interested
to know that she is to serve a spe
cial green plate chicken dinner for
75 cents over the Labor Day weekend
at beautiful Sandy Shores. South
Pond. Reservations will be appreci
ated, telephone Warren, 5-23.
•

Sheldon's Bus will leave at 8 p. m.,
Strand Theatre every Friday night
fo." Swan’s Lake dance—25c and 35c.
-Adv.
105-lt

AMBULANCE SERVICE

Russell Funeral Home
TEL. 662

9 CLAREMONT ST. ROCKLAND
98tf

TIIE NEW PLUNGER FILLER—VACUUM
ZIP—ONLY ONE PULL AND IT'S FULL
This PEN holds 200% more ink than any ordinary fountain pen on the market! Ycu can Write for Three
Months on One Filling! No Repair Bills. No Lever Filler! No Pressure Bar. Every Pen tested and guar
anteed by the factory to be unbreakable for life. Get yours NOW. THIS PEN GIVEN FREE if you
can buy one in ths city for less than FIVE COLLARS! This Certificate good only while advertising
sale Ls on.
•INTRODUCTORY OFF UR This JPen will be $5.00 after Sale.
ADD
6c Extra
for Mail
Orders

Also $1.50 Pencils to Match Above Pens, only 29c

C. H. MOOR DRUG CO.
PRESCRIPTION
SPECIALISTS

ROCKLAND, ME.

DRUGS, CIGARS
SODAS

Waldo Theatre
Waldoboro, Maine

THURSDAY-FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 2-3
Special Matinees 2.30 Evenings Seven and Nine
WALDO THEATRE ANNOUNCES A MOMENTOUS EVENT
The arrival of the most timely film of today—a production all will
want to see and none can afford to miss!

“THE ROAD BACK”
Eric Remarque's greatest human drama since "All Quiet ..."
With a cast including:
ANDY DEVINE, SLIM SUMMERVILLE, RICHARD CROMWELL,
JOHN KING. NOAH BEERY, JR-, LARRY BLAKE
It strikes fear into every woman's heart! Fear that some day
her man may tread the same path as the youth in Remarque s bril
liant novel. This film has current interest for all of us today "Tense
valid expression of what every person today must believe about war!"

SATURDAY AND SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 4-5
Matinees 2.30. Evenings Seven and Nine
Another film belonging amongst the greatest of the great
from inimitable Samuel Goldwyn!

“DEAD END”
Playing World Premiere in New York as this pregram goes to press.
Starring
SYLVIA SYDNEY and JOEL McCREA
with
Humphrey Bogart. Allen Jenkins. Claire Trevor, Wendy Barrie, and
THE DEAD END KIDS from the original stage cast!
MONDAY-TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 6-7
Matinee 2.30. Evenings Seven and Nine
WARNER BAXTER. JOAN BENNETT
in Walter Wanger's

LIMIT

Pens to
Each
Certincat

Bocal baseball fans will not be apt
to miss that great game in St. George
tonight when Camden and St, George
fight it out to see which is champion
of the second half. The game will
, begin as near 5.30 as is possible.

A large crowd parked in front of
M. B. & C. O Perry' coal office yestcroay afternoon while the National
Bureau of Standards gave the big
series a thorough overhauling In the
progress of this work a large truck,
with a crane and other equipment
was used. A deputy sealer of weights
and measures accompanied the Fed
eral outfit. The job occupied about
one and one-half hours, and the Perry
scales responded nicely to the test.

Holidays hours will be observed
at the Rockland Post Office Monday,
Sepr. 6. General Delivery. Stamp.
Morev Order and Registry Windows
j will be closed all day. There will be
! no carrier delivery. General collec| ilmi 'ill be irede at r.«.v." Special]
deliveries and perishables will be
I given prompt delivery. Mails will be
received and dispatched as usual.
Corridors will be open from 4 a m. to
8.33 p. m.

“VOGUES OF 1938”
Entirely in Technicolor!
With the most photographed and most beautiful girls in the world.
Also Mischa Auer. Helen Vinson. Alan Mowbray. Marjorie Gateson.
Now playing Radio City Music Hall, New York

"John Alfred Poor, father of. The Congregational Church will be
Maine's Railroad System" will provide ! closed on the next three Sundays,
a most interesting subject for the! while the minister, Rev. Corwin H.
D.A.R. broadcast at 1.30 p .m today Olds, is on vacation. Services will
from WLBZ and will be presented by be resumed on Sept. 26. for both the
Mrs. Earl C. Wing. Mrs. Wing is a worship services and the church
member of Ruth Heald Cragin Chap school.
ter and Is State chairman. Junior
American Citizens.
Those Main street benches are
picving so popular It Is somewhat of a
There will be another "farewell- surprise that the example is not
ing" at the Salvation Army barracks being followed to the southward. If
Sunday night, this time for Lieut th? merchants heard what some outClinton V. Hollings, who has been of-town customers are saying they
working the Rockland district ths would not hesitate.
post half year, and who has now
bee:, transferred to Portland. Lieut.
Frelnds in this city will regret to
Hollings was formerly located In learn of thj sudden death of Capt.
Stemford. Conn. He is to be suc Rodney Sadler, who died Monday at
ceeded here by Lieut Alfred Vincent, his home In Bar Harbor. Mr. Sadler
who has been assistant on the staff was for many years employed on
in Lawrence Mass.
tho Maine Central boats and since
David S. Beach and family left
yesterday for Kansas City, Mo.,
where Mr. Beach will attend the
convention of the National Associa, tion of Letter Carriers. In Pontiac.
Mich., they will visit Mrs. Beach's
sister. Mrs. H. J. Endries. Mr. Beach
is national vice president for Maine,
1 and ls seeing pretty much of the
,
u » wi
country as the result of his activities
'
3
.
■ ,
1 in letter carrier circles.

Coach Matheson came tack from
his summer vacation Tuesday to see
how things looked In regard to the
football season. The Courier-Gazette
was authorized to state that there will
: be no practice until school begins,
which, the boys and girls arc doubt 1 less glad to know, is next Tuesday.
There will be several losses through
ineligibility, but in the line-up will
be seen the familiar faces of Sam
Gray. Bill Karl, Skinner. Hanley.
La Crosse. Bergen, Rawley, Duff, and
several other athletes.

they were discontinued has been
baggage master at the M. C. station
in Ellsworth. He was an uncle of
Basil Stinson. Masonic street.

The U. S. Navy Recruiting Sta
tion in Portland announces that the
enlistment quota for the Eoston Dis
trict. of which Maine is a part has
beer set at 42 men for the month of
September. Men desiring to make
application should present themselves
at the Navy Recruiting Station in
The Jewish feast of Rosn Hashona
Portland, located In the FederJ
w<” begin Sunday night. Sept. 5. after
1 Court House Building.
the customary visits to the ceme
teries for prayer and meditation, and
Mrs. Eliza Plummer, president of
will be concluded at sundown on
Tuesday. Sept, 7. The Days of Pen the Department of Maine. D.U.V., is
itence will follow in the interim be In receipt of National general orders,
fore the Day of Atonement, afford giving details of the1 National Con
ing ten days in which the Jewish vention to be held in Madison. Wis.,
people of the community may reflect Sept. 5-9. with headquarters at Park
upon and repair wrong-doings of the Hotel and business session in Eagles
year past. If repentance is sincere, hall. An invitation to the reception
divine forgiveness ls gained on the given to the Commander in Chief.
C. H. William Ruhe at the State
final day of the Holy Season.
(Capitol, also to the annual Fathers'
Edwin A. (Patt. competent field and Daughters' banquet to be held in
secretary of the American Steamship Hotel Loraine, beautifully engraved
Historical Society, was a visitor In with replica of the D.U.V. seal and
this city yesterday, calling on Col. the dome of the Wisconsin State
Stinson, Frank S. Sherman, Capt. I. Capitol done in gleaming gold, has
E. Archibald and making a brief been received by Mrs. Plummer .ex
landing at the steamboat sanctuary tended by Mrs. Adelle Coman Mur
at NorCi Warren. Mr. Patt's home phy. National President of the D.U.V.
port is Providence. R. I. and local The Maine contingent will leave!
steamboat fans will be interested to Union Station Saturday morning, ar
know that our steamships Camden riving in Wisconsin Sunday at 10.45
and Belfast, now the Comet and p. m. It is estimated bv Col. C. E.
Arrow, have had an amazingly suc Nason that about 13 Civil War vet
cessful season running dally out of erans of Maine will take the trip. Miss
Providence. The Monhegan. built at Marie Patterson D.P.P of Hallowell is
the Cobb-Butler yard and long fa National Special Aide from Maine, ]
miliar In these waters, lays in dilapi Mrs. Carrie Doull of Portland, Is |
dated exile at a Providence wharf delegate-at-large, while Mrs. Meta
and not far distant are the bones of K. Wilson of Portland supports the
the burned May Archer and Noruni- honor of the Maine Department by
being elected to council member No. 3 j
bega.
in the 1937 convention, held In Wash
Summer cottagers. Let us take down ington, D. C. Mr.s. Plummer's ap
your awnings, store them, insured pointments are found in the list of
through the winter, make necessary those who are to extend greetings to
repairs and rehang them next spring. the Sons of Union veterans of the
Very reasonable cost. Tel. 1262-W. Civil War, Included with others who
Rcckiand Awning Co., 16 Willow St. are to take part in the memorial serv
ices. Tuesday morning. Sept, 7,

SCHOOL STARTS TUESDAY!

Send the children off in new clothes to aid them in their
changed environment . . .
COMPLETE STOCKS FOR YOUR SELECTION!

SENTER CRANE COMPANY

GOOD
UJED
(JM
AT

REDUCED PRICES
’36 Dodge Sedan,
$625
’26 Plymouth Sedan, $595
Trunk—Deluxe

’36 Studebaker Sed’n $635
Trunk, Radio. Heater, De
Ditch Light

ft aster,

'36 Plymouth Coupe, $525
DeLuxe

’36 Ford Tudor,

$475

Trunk

’36 Chevrolet Coupe $495
’35 Plymouth Sedan, $495
Trunk. DeLuxe

’35 Plymouth Coupe $445
’34 Nash Sedan,
$435
Trunk. Hotter

’34 Lafayette Coach, $395
Trunk

’33 Plymouth Sedan $295
’33 Chevrolet Coach, $300
Very Clean

’33 Chevrolet Sedan, $335
Excellent Condition

BARGAIN BOX
’30 DeSoto Sedan, $95
’30 Ford Coupe,
$65
’30 Chevrolet Coach $50
’29 Ford Coupe
$30
’29 Roosevelt,
$45
’29 Plymouth Sedan $50
’28 Oldsmobile Sdn $65
’28 Buick Sedan,
$50
’28 Chrysler Sedan, $35
’26 Buick Sedan,
$25
IT WOULD PAY YOU TO SEE US
BEFORE BUYING A USED CAR
E

RANKIN ST.,

ROCKLAND, ME.

CAPT RODNEY SADLER
Limerock Valley Pomona Grange
will meet with North Haven Grange
Capt. Rodney Sadler, retired mas
Saturday, Sept. 11. The boat leaves
ter of steamboats formerly operat
at 8 o'clock, daylight, from Tillson
ed by the Maine Central Railroad
wharf.
Company Jr. Frenchman's Bay
dropped dead Tuesday in the Ells-I
Congressman James M. Olivqr will
worth railroad station where he had .
b? the principal speaker at a fisld
been employed as baggagemaster (
day to be held Labor Day at Brown's since retiring from steamboat service.
Print. Yarmouth. Swimming races,
Capt. Sadler was one of the best
horseshoe pitching and other sports ]:nown steamboat masters on the
will be in order.
Maine coast. He had captained.
------among other steamers, the steamers
Members of the First Baptist Girls Moosehead and Rangeley. which wore
Guild, will meet in the chape! Friday, eperated between Bar Harbor and
n*ght Nimble fingers are needed j MtDcs€rt Perr-V' the railroads ea-st„
, cm terminus on the Bar Harbor line.
for Red Cross and White Cro-xs work.
i also the (Norumbega, iPemaquid,
The Guild desires al! who are 18 or Sappho and the o)d Silver Slar
over to join in the wort and social! Capt. Sadler maintained his home
evenings, the first and third Fridays in Bar Harbor and the funeral will
cf each month. If unab'e to be pres be held there.
ent those who wish to help though
Surviving are his widow and a
absent may call the Guild president, son, Charles who resides ill Bar Har
Miss Ruth Pendleton for particulars. bor.
Thomaston vs. Waldoboro, a post
SOMERVILLE
poned League game will be played in
Thomaston tomorrow night at 5.30. Eunice. Marjorie, Elsie. Grace and
Baseball fans throughout the circuit Virginia Freneh are attending a con
will learn with sorrow that Gordon vention at th? Church of Ood in
Clark. Waldoboro centerflelder. was I Oakland.
Alpheus
killed in an automobile accident near Charles Brown. Mrs
Wiscasset last Sunday. He was a Brown and Shirley Brown were in
Sophomore at Dartmouth College Augusta Saturday on business.
prominent in football and hockey.
BORN
He was a young man of fine habits
SNOW
At
Rockland,
Aug 22. to Mr and
and well liked.
Mis. Fred A Snow, a daughter, Caro

NORTH WARREN
Gardens and wells are suffering for
rain.

lyn Jane.
SPALDING—At Stonington. Aug 31. to
Mr and Mrs. Robert O Spalding, a
daughter.

MARRIED

Senser Crane Co
—

'....ixZlZZ

START-HANSEN FAMILIES

STEEI-BRACY—At Montclair. N.
J,
Sept 2. Curtis Steel of West Orange N
J . and Frances Bracy of Montclair. N
J . formerly of Camden
RYTKY-KFNT-At South Thomaston.
Aug 22. by Rev John F. Hclno,. Armas
V. Rytky and Irma L Kent, both of
Rockland.
WILI.IAM8ON-SPROWL At
Searamont.
Aug. 18. by Rev. Harold Nutter, Roy C
Williamson of Middletown. N. Y . and
Miss Marion E Sprowl of Goshen. N Y

The Start-Hansen reunion will be
Howard Hawes and Madolyn Hawes
held Labor Day at the home of Clar
of Union recently spent a few days
ence F Peabody in Warren. Rain or
with their grandparents Mr. and
shine.
•
Mrs. C. W. Mank.
George Oracle and family have re
turned to Billerica. Mass.
Those from here who attended the
concert Friday night at thc village
DIED
felt, well repaid for so doing.
At Warren. Aug 30 James
Sunday School has closed for the TAYLOR
Ellis Taylor of West Somerville, Mass ,
season. The attendance and interest aged 58 years. 3 months. 18 days In
terment
have- been gratifying and a benfit ton. MassIn Woodlawn cemetery. Clin
MORTICIANS
to the community, due to the faith HOSMER—At Sunset. Aug. 27, Jennie
iMcKnlghti
widow
of
John
A
Husmer.
fulness of the teachers and tiie regu aged 78 years. Burial at Hillside ceme
Ambulance Service
larity of the pupils. The assistance tery. Sunset.
TELS. 390 AND 781-1
of Miss Margaret McKnight and Mrs ROBBINS—At Rockland. Aug. 31. Beulah
Isabel, wife of James Robbins of
Brown has been appreciated and Thomaston, aged 48 years, 10 months. 361-365 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND
days Funeral at 2 p m. today from
residents anticipate another suc 27
119-tf
residence of Mrs. George A Brewster

BURPEE’S

cessful year.

Rankin street, Rockland

BOY'NTON FAMILY

The annual Boynton reunion will
be held at the Grange hall in East
Palermo, Sunday. Sept. 12.
All
members and descendants of the
Boynton family are requested to at
tend. Vksitors welcome. Picnic din
ner at noon.
Golda Boynton. Sec.

SOUTH WARREN
Miss Zetta Jordan has resumed
her position in the hom^of President
Sills of Bowdoir. College.

mad the am

39

Saw TftanG

THE NIAGARA ROLLS ON

Every-OtherDay
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J FRIDAY AND

Saturday at the park

I

I SPRUCE HEAD ISLAND
Guests at The Friendly Home Sun-

CORN PAINS
STOP QUICK!

Use END-O-CORIN tonight and to
Warren, Mrs. Fannie Eugley, Mrs. morrow morning the pain will all be
gone, tn a few days you won't have
5
1
9
4 5
i
10
Fannie Heal, Mrs. Bessie Dean and any more corn or callous troubles.
b 7
I sons James and Herbert. Miss Muriel Don't suffer a minute longer. ENDTi
12
L
Heal of Lincolnville, Mrs. Dora E. O-CORN kills the pain and ends the
Simpson of Dorchester. Mass. Mr. corn.
m
15
lb
The Corner Drug Store sells ENDand Mrs. Eslie Davis and Atwood O-CORN. It is worth <50. but only
i 18
Marr of Augusta; recent callers, Mrs. costs Ififty cents. Get a jar TODAY
20
n
19
Ralph Wallace and Miss Florence and GET RID of your corns.
ii
22
23
Thurston of South Union. H. B.
w
Bowes, a caller Monday who is leav
15
z4
2b
ing soon for his home in St. Peters
TENANTS HARBOR
burg. Fla., will visit places of interest
27
along the way and arrive at his des
Mrs. Rebecca iMiller) Harding and
55"
ii
tination the second week in October.
daughter Sherrill J. of Portland reMr. and Mrs. Edgar Ames enter
j cepntly spent ten days with her
34
3b 37 3ft
tained Friday night Mr. and Mrs.
parents. Rev. and Mrs. Perley Miller.
Edgar Libby and son Roger of Thom
cccc
USS 4o
w
Dr Friesner of the botany depart
41
aston.
ment, Butler University. Indiana
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Levenseler, Al
i 43
4z
44
polis together with Mrs. Freisner,
bert Levenseler, Mrs. H. C. Copeland,
Gladys Miller (daughter of Rev. P. E.
Mr. and Mrs. James Baum and chil
4b
45
47
J
Miller) and friends have returned
Smiley Burnette and Gene Autry surrounded by a bevy of\beaudren Muriel James and Richard. Mr.
home
having
spent
a
vacation
at
their
46
tiful girls in Republic's “Rootin'. Tootin' Rhythm"
49
50 51
and Mrs. Alfred Brown and children
cottage on Lake Megunticook.
Roy and Richard and Miss Katherine
5l
Mrs. Albert Smith and son James
53
r
Delano of Rockland picnicked Sun
of West Somerville, Mass., arrived
PLEASANT POINT
DEERJSLE
day on Maker's Point.
55
54
Tuesday for a visit with her mother.
Miss Fannie Gilley was guest Sat
The annual yacht club Yegatta was
Paul Jones. Ellen Jones and uncle
Mrs. Emma M. Torrey. They were
James Smith of Jamaica Plain. Mass, held Saturday. Thomas Harrison urday of Mr. and Mrs. William Gil accompanied by Miss Audrey J. Mont
VERTICAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
are spending a vacation at W. G and Howard Meunier were the win bert.
of Plainville, Conn.
44- Stupor
14-Wrathful
1-Lawful
A. Harold Putnam and family
ners of the cup.
Maloney's.
Mr. and Mrs Robert Hunter and
16-Scarcer
6-Sober
45- Suffix same as II
Jennie, widow of John A. Hosmer. packed their tent Sunday and reRev. E. H. Timberlake held his an
19-A number (pi.)
46- Spear-like weapon
son John who have been visiting 11-Strict
12- Cured hidea
47- Revolving part of a 22- Sane
nual service Sunday at the Baptist died Saturday at her home following turned to Portland after a We<> S Mrs. Hunter's mother. Mrs. H Y.
14- Gives an invitation
23- Beseechea
machine
camping on the island.
Church and despite the fact that it a long period of ill health.
I Corey, have returned to Chicago,
15- Accetsory
25-Trap
48- Domineering
Miss
Emily
Sheppard
sustained
a
Miss
Ruth
Turner
of
Boston
who
'
was the last day of the Washington
17- Rendera muddy
26- A vegetable (pi.)
50-Mail-boats
traveling by auto.
cubic feet of water per second on | We had not been long in Canada Campmeeting, there was a goodly broken arm Thursday when a car in has been visiting Madame Grace C
18- Scatter
28- Obliterate
52- Narrate
Mrs. Emerson iRice. Mr. and Mrs.
29- A corrupt gift
20- Reformed Church In 53- Performers
the American side and 36,000 cubic; before we discovered that the region number present. Rev Mr. Lewis of which she was riding ran into a tree Cheney returned home Saturday.
M7 xi.,
. n ,
j I Irving Douglas, with daughter Reta
31- A boatman
America (abbr.)
54- Mo re dreadful
George Hinckley of Northampton
George W. Hyler of Rockport and)
*
®
„ .. ,.
..
feet per second on the Canadian side.' between Niagara Falls and Hamilton Friendship offered prayer and two
and son (Harry, all of peticodiac, N.
32- A month
21-Sciencea
55- Approaches
The total horsepower of Niagara is I ts rich in peaches, plums and melons, solos by Marlon Timberlake were Mass., motored here recently from daughter Miss Doris Hyler of Rock22- Looks slyly
33- One who becomes
estimated at 6,000.000. Developed 11 have eaten many peaches in my greatly enjoyed.
1 Southwest Harbor to attend the yacht >'and, called Sunday on Mr. and Mrs.
surety for
23- lndigent
, the weekend. Mr. Douglas 1s engaged
VERTICAL
24- Golf mound
34-Commanded
Mrs. Sarah Seavey is spending a 'club regatta with Howard Meunier J E. Dodge.
and in use at the present time is tlme. but I cannot remember any
; in government work.
25- Brlght
35- Residue from wine
The Thomas Haskells whose home
Mrs. Lucy Dyer, daughter Ruth,
1.658, 400 H. P. equivalent, they say. ■ that offered such an appeal to my few days with her sister, Mrs. Carrie
26- Newly wedded
making
Robert Reid, who is employed by
1- Descendants of Levi
burned
last
week
have
moved
to
the
son
Donald
and
Miss
Shirley
Reyto 15.000.000 tons of coal per year. ‘ taste as those which I saw picked di Geyer in South Cushing.
(Bible)
woman
36- Those who play
the Liggett Drug Co. of Gardner,
I nolds of Saugus, Mass., are at Stony
in spite of these defections at the'rectly from the trees. They were
2- W rongs
27- Perfumes
upon pipes
Mr. and Mrs Leslie Seavey and Prank Smith house in Sunset.
Mass., has returned after spending 29- Flogger
3- Obtains
37- Furnishes with a
Dr. Raymond Meunier and family Crest cottage for one week,
hands of mankind there pour over1 n°t large, but were rich in their Mr and Mrs Everett Davis motored
two weeks vacation with his parents, 30- lnvade suddenly
4- Part of verb ‘To be
coat of mail
Walter F. Reynolds and son Walthe falls every hour 100.000.000 tons coloring, and when opened emitted a Saturday to Raymond at Sebago Lake have closed their cottage and re31- The cry of an ate
5- Made smaller
38- Period of time (pi.)
Mr.
and
Mrs.
J.
Reid.
' ter of Medfield, Mass., are guests of
of water or about 58,000 barrels per j delicious odor, [as if they had been by the way of Lewiston. They stayed turned to Indian Orchard. Mass
32- 0n board
6- Containing stars
4O-A spice
second. Even in the solemnity of the! perfumed. A small box containing a over night and returned home Sun
Mrs. Alfred Dunham has been ill. Mr. and Mrs. William Gilbert at
35-A chief support
7- Emaciation with
43- An Italian poet
Library Notes
39- Analyze according
hectic fever
44- Paint
Dr. and Mrs. Tillet and Betty who Lookout Lodge,
moment I could not help wishing that j dozen sold for only 10 cents, and the day by the way of Portland.
Seme of the latest books sent to
8- Again
to grammar
46- Prevaricator
spent
the
summer
at
Frank
Me-1
Those
who
enjoyed
a
picnic
Sun

I could have used some of it this P^ce of plums was in proportion,
Mr. and Mrs. Ansel Orne returned
40- Ciothes
9- lnterest (abbr.)
47-Girl's name
Veigh's
have
returned
to
Baltimore
d
ay
at
Lobster
Cove
were
Mr.
and
th
“
Itbrary
have
be€n
donated.
summer on my derelict com crop j
had" traveled only a short disday at Lobster Cove were Mr. and
41- Raw metal
10- City in Michigan
49-Five hundred fiftySunday from Washington, where they
Misses May O'Shaughnessy and Mrs Oeorge Eram and daughter. Mr Amcng them non-fiction, historic, 42- Traverse in a vehicle 11-Sleeps noisily
And we could not help wishing that tance before the trained eye of Ed- attended the annual campmeeting.
one
Etta
O'Shaughnessy
have
closed
the
and
Mre.
Ernest
Heath,
daughters
etc
"
by
Miss
Crawford
of
Thomaston;
43A
mournful
song
51-High card
13-Decipher
we had been at Niagara Falls ln the ' ward Gon*a espied the Welland Canal
Mr and Mrs. Rufus Giles of Boothnight-time, when the great water and a lar8e freighter was being bay Harbor and Mr. and Mrs Emery Bonnie Briar and returned to New Bernice and Winnie Charles King. "ht Soul °f Ann Rutledge com"
(Solution to previous puzzle)
Mr. and Mre. Walter Milliken and pall0n book to -The ®°ul of Abe
show is illuminated by electricity of j locked through. Thither we repaired Howard and son of Massachusetts York City.
LONG COVE
Miss Nellie Dyer and Miss Marian children Frank. Kenneth and Janet. LmcoIn' by Jrs Lizzie HumPhre>';
1.300 000.000 candlepower. How would and
man in charge of the gate were calers Saturday at W. G.
French of Boston were supper guests Mr and Mre. Fred Pomeroy. Mr. ancf In Hls Steps' a fine book for young
you like to have that charged onto gave o® a ver>’ courteous invitation Maloney's.
Mr. ind Mrs. Fred Smith and
people by Miss Rhoda Hart; and
your light bill.
j to enter when he found I was a
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Irish and last Thursday of Mrs. Walter E. Mrs- Everett Richards, Mr. and Mrs three more excellent books by Miss daughters Nancy and Rosamond have
Edward Simmons. Mr and Mrs. Wil
Down below us as we stood near newspaper man. Three ships went daughter Beverly of Portland, who Scott.
returned to Malden. Mass., having
the American Falls stood a group of' through the canal while we waited
lard Milliken, Miss Norma Hoyle and Gifford of Massachusetts.
have been spending a few days at
spent three weeks here with Mrs.
Mention
might
be
made
also
of
the
Mrs. Lena Milliken, all of Camden.
tourists garbed in waterproof cloth- ! and w a greenhorn it was a most in- A. I Seavey's. have returned heme.
PORT CLYDE
Gertrude Coltart. They were ac
book
"A
Challenge
to
American
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Webber and
ing. The view upward from that teresting performance.
Mr. and Mre. Irish were also at
companied by Lewis Smith also of
A wharf dinner was served at sun Miss Betty Webber of Milton spent Youth'' which was donated to the li
point is said to be marvelous but
The Welland Canal
Moosehead Lake for a few days.
Malden who passed the weekend here.
brary
some
time
ago
by
Mrs.
Harriet
set time Friday by Fred Waldo. Those Sunday with Mr. and Mre. F. J.
those who make the venture get a
Just a word about the big ditch.
Miss Bernice Orne went Monday to
l^lss Jna Wood has arrived home
O. Wheeler, in that its author Mrs.
good wetting.
The Welland Canal connects Lakes Knox Hospital where she underwent present were Mr. and Mrs. O. K. Box Maynard.
from
Lynn. Miss., where she visited
Guests
Sunday
at
Rest
Easy
were
!
OUVer
'
the
towns
P
eo
P
‘
«
have
had
of Pulaski. N. Y. Mr. and Mrs. Irwin
The Maid of the Mist
Ontario and &ie on the Canadian a tonsil-adenoid operation. She was
F. Stuart of Brookline Mass., and Mr and Mrs. Richard Hammond. the pIeasure of meeting in Person, she Mrs. Mae Slingsby.
side of the Niagara River. It was accompanied by her mother. Mrs.
Miss Irene Pekkala of Maynard.
| nephew and his Wife. Mr. and Mre ^‘a,*ng been a guest for the past few
From the Canadian side we saw constructed in 1833. and twice en- Bertha Orne who was an overnight Reginald Ames of Rockville. Conn
Mass.,
is visiting Mrs. William
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Raymond
Morse
and
George
Alexander
and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
wefks
Rev
'
and
Mrs
Newell
J
also The Maid of the Mist, creeping; larged since, its present length being guest of friends in that city.
two children of West Wareham. William Alexander of Topsham
Smlth 1716
is a tribute t0 Mrs Lehtinen.
as close to the Horseshoe Falls as about 30 miles and width 100 ft. PorThe five New York State teachers
A reception was held at the hall
Mrs. C. L. Haraden had as a visitor °Uvel"S latC S°" R‘chard °“Ver' Jr“
TREMONT
prudence would permit. The craft j merly there were 25 locks, but the who have been spending vacations at Mass., were weekend guests of Dr.
who was a student worker at the Friday night for Mr. and Mrs. Armas
was bouncing around a good deal job is now done by six. which meas- Leila Clarks cottage at Gay's Island, and Mrs. Guy Vannah at the Van Sunday Mrs Emma ______
_
Meservey of
Providence Bible Institute. His life Rytky vf Rockland who were re
nah cottage. Spruce Point.
Rockland.
as the old steamer Pioneer Used to ure 270x45 each. The total rise of have returned home.
Mr. and Mrs. Alan Scott of Somer
was snapped out suddenly in an auto- cently >narried. Refreshments were
Mr. and Mrs. Myron Hupper are rewhen I went across the bay to visit leakage is 327 feet. A tremendous
Forrest
Maynard
of
Milton
spent
ville. Mass., returned home today
Miss Fannie Hahn of Thomaston
served, followed by a dance. Music
my sisTer at Hurricane Island. The amount of tonnage passes through passed Saturday with friends at her ceiving congratulations on the birth the weekend at hls camp on Spruce mcblIe accident at the age of 30
Aug. 21 of a daughter in Rockland [ Head Island.
j Another gift was two splendid vol- was furnished by Eino Harris. A gift after spending a few weeks with Mrs.
fare for the round trip on The Maid the canal each year, and it is open cottage at Gay s Island.
Mrs. Orcutt of Attleboro has been ! Dr. Katherine Scott of Lancaster.
of money from friends was given the Scott's parents. Mr. and Mrs. Jacob
of the Mist is only 75 cents and this on an average of 241 days. The locks
Richard Cooper of Wayne was over
Mrs.
Talbot
Aldrich.
All
of
the
above
newly married couple.
guest
of
her
daughter
Mrs.
Ralph
Mass
includes waterproof clothing.
Kelley.
., is spending the week at Camp
have a drop of 464 feet.
night guest recently at Lawrence Simmons.
bocks, together with other remem
On the Canadian side most visitors
Sea Call.
Mr. and M~s. Edwin Stein and
We passed through St. Catherine's Stimpson's.
Mr and Mrs. Leslie Nelson of
Miss Ethel M. Kelley returned
go out to see the Burning Spring j and observed that peach orchards
Eskell o. Carlson of Mattapan was brances and gifts, have been appre children Ellen and Raymond, Mrs. Somerville. Mass., who are spending
ciated
by
the
officers
of
the
Library
Monday to West Somerville after at Mr and Mre. Stanley Maynard's i
which was discovered by Indians | had given way to vineyards—thouIda Harjula and son Albert and Mrs.
NORTH WALDOBORO spending the past month with Mrs. for the weekend.
Association and the librarian, Mrs. Jennie Anderson made a trip to Au th< summer at the Latty cottage have
more than 200 years ago, and which [ sands of acres of them we saw.
Ada Brennen.
is still strutting its stuff, defiant of J At the several wayside stands
gusta recently, returning via Bath bought land from Mrs. J. A. Sawyer
Mrs. Anna Nelson was hostess Flora Miller, as well.
The Mank Reunion
Many friendships have been formed where they called on Mr. and Mrs. and are having a cottage built for
Mrs. Fred Burke, son Kenneth and Sunday to Mrs. Lydia Christoffereon,
chemists effort to fathom its secret. \ where we stopped for fruit, and to
Tlie product of this spring will burn; quench our thirst, we found radios The 23d annual reunion of the Mank daughter Mrs. Beatrice Gilligan of Agnes Johnson. Marlon Johnson and thrCUgh deaUngS and corresP°ndenee William Duley.
summer occupancy.
regarding library affairs, thus makor will serve as plain drinking water.1 in operation, but no WEEI and no family was held Aug. 25, in Maple , Massachusetts and son Arthur Burke Donald Johnson of Rockland
James Booth of Connecticut was a
Mrs Wilford Kittredge has re
The Rockland Tuesday Night Club lng the W°rk 8 plea5Ure 35 WeH 35 3 business caller Friday ln this locality.
Being of temperate habits I am not j WNAC. They were all Canadian sta- Grange hall. Although various other of Augusta have been recent guests
turned
home from the Mount Desert
activities
called
many
members
away,
of Mrs. Electa Hopkins
dined at Rockledge Inn
dutv'
going to drink any water that you [ tions, some of which I never heard of
Mrs. Lulu Pvittinen, a surgical pa Island Hospital much improved in
Capt. Fred B Balano entertained
Mrs Hattie Harris and daughters ' Thf b°°kS °" the renU1 Se'f h3Ve tient at a Portland Hospital, is on the
can touch a match to; I prefer to1 and the reception was not impeded there were 68 assembled during the
health.
business meeting, and a greater part Sunday at his home Mr. and Mre. Bessie and Henrietta of Middletown,
Wide'y US<?d 3nd mUCh enJ°yed road to recovery end will be home in
imbibe the delicious beverage which by static.
of these enjoyed a bountiful repast at A. K Box of Pulaski, N. Y.. Mr and Conn., and A. J. Harris and family among which are “We arc not Alone," two weeks.
At the West Tremont Church
comes from Dr. Allyne Peabody's
w v
,
,
JO
Me Encounter a Lion
the noon hour.
Sunday
evening an impressive service
famous spring m Cushing
m, u.
Mrs. Howard Phinney of Stoughton, of Millinocket have returned home by Hilton; "Sunrise" by Lutz; "Amer
Mrs. Vieno Leppanen Interrante
xfoiiint,
iu „
The big scraP between the Chinese
At the business session these officers i Mass., and Fred Waldo.
Making
the rounds . on the Canadi- an
-nrf
i»n« seemed to be
u engrossing
,
after spending two weeks in the Al ican Doctors Odyssey” by Heiser; returns to New York this week after was held in connection with the un
;
a Japs
“How to Win Friends and Influ
Miss Dora Seavey went recently lard cottages.
not S1h*
Pr °ng en°U8h t0 lots of attention. One man was quite were re-elected: President, L. I. Mank;
spending the summer with her father veiling of two memorials, one to
ence
People” by Carnegie; "Neigh
vice
president,
George
Benner;
Secre

Eunice Lopans and the other to
to Boston for a week's visit before
Kmc EdS "hlTP ^dStatUeOf I’0BlUve that Russia ™>d throw iu
Mr and Mrs. Albion Blake and [
and brothers.
bor tc the Sky" by Carroll; and "Par
Eunice
and Ashbury Lopans. The
tary, F. A. Flanders; treasurer, H. B. school opens
King Edward which is being erected strength on China.g sjde
guests from Waterville were at Rock
adise" by Forbes.
former was a bronze tablet with an
Bowers; executive committee. Lura
by the Imperial Government, and
Mrs. Alice Marshall who is making Haven for a few days recently.
We had supper at Grimsby, Ont.,
ORFF’S CORNER
inscription, and the latter a beauti
Walter and E. D. Mank; dinner com her home in Rockland spent the
which will be completed the coming
Ralph Clark and family who occu
passed through Winona and eventu
year.
ful framed picture with a religious
mittee, Nellie Winchenbaugh. George weekend with her daughter Mre. Guy pied the Fales cottage during August
HOPE
Mr.
and
iMre.
Fred
Webber
and
ally found ourselves at Hamilton,
Vannah.
theme. Mrs. Myra Rumlll conceived
Benner and Oraville Shuman.
have returned to Rockland.
One Suicide A Week
which befooled us as to size and pop
Mr and Mrs. Raymond Ludwig and daughter Shirley of South Portland the idea of the bronze tablet and Mr.
Mrs. Lura Walter presented a short
Harold Broadbqnt of New York
Registered
at
Rockledge
Inn
are
were
visitors
here
Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Robbins motored
And of course we visited The Home ulation. Entering from the westward but interesting program, assisted by has joined his family at the BroadMrs. Nettie Brown has returned and Mrs. Edmund Reed. Jr. secured a
of Shredded Wheat at Niagara Jtells, we passed through a long residential E. D. Mank. George Flanders, Hazel bent cottage for a two weeks' vaca Mr. and Mrs. R. Mushet of Arling recently to Lakewood and enjoyed the
ton.
Mass.,
and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Milton
from
a week's visit in Richmond picture of Christ on the Mount. The
plav "The First Lady."
Ont. This spotless bakery is visited section,'which has long side streets,
bronze tablet was made possible by
Bowers. J. E. Benner and others, Mrs. tion.
Reed of Belmont, Mass.
Mr. and Mrs Elmer True went where she was guest of Mr. and Mrs. the contributions of many relatives
annually by more than 100,000 per also well populated, with an amaz
Jessie Spaulding presiding at the
Miss Elizabeth Coffin is visiting
Mrs.
Lilia
Ames
and
family
enter

last Thursday to Dennysville where Byron Ludwig.
sons, all of whom receive a sample ing number of houses exactly alike
and friends.
Charles Lawson of
piano. Quietness prevailed when all Mrs. Walter Teel.
tained Sunday. Mrs. Kenneth Mar they spent the weekend with Mr. and
Mrs. Lena Folsom, a former resi
manufactured before their eyes. We presumed they were the property
Boston,
a
relative
had a large part
rose to their feet and in silence paid
Mrs. Fred Seavey and daughter shall and son Albert of Thomaston
Mrs. Harold Ames. They returned dent of this place, was guest Sunday in making it possible. Mrs. Rumill
Feminine guides escort you all over of some industrial concern, but a
a tribute of respect to the late Elwell Esther were Rockland visitors Sat and Frank Tibbetts of Jefferson.
of
Mrs.
Marjorie
Ralph.
home Sunday.
the big mill, and when they get you man we asked about it said “No, they
unveiled the bronze tablet and Mr.
R. Moody, organizer and first presi urday.
Mr. and Mrs. Gibson of Hartford,
Lieut, and Mrs. H. H. White of Misses Helen Ralph and Greta and Mrs. Edmund Reed. Sr., the pict
in a corner where you cannot escape were probably built from the same
dent
of
this
reunion
and
to
and
for
Mrs. Charles Brown and daughter have returned home after spending
Ralph
have
been
visitors
at
Mr.
and
Barre Vt. passed the weekend with
they explain the process of manufac architect’s plans.
ure Rev. Alexander H. Graham, a
all who in this way have left the ranks ucy of South Portland are guests two weeks with C. A. Lewis.
...............
........
........Mrs.
.............
The city has a population of 160,000.
Mr.
White's
sister.
Ralph Went Mrs. Willard Fales' in Rockland.
ture in a rather sing-song manner,
former pastor, sang a solo and also
during the past 22 years.
of Mr. and Mrs. Ulysses Davis.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
William
Bessey
of
I
worth.
Their
daughters
Marjorie
Henry
Meyer
and
Miss
Mildred
w’hich is not to be wondered at when and 500 industries, chief among them
made fitting remarks. Mrs. Clarence
The boat Water Witch, owned by Union called on Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Massachusetts, New Hampshire and
and Barbara returned with them Meyer returned last Thursday to Smith read two beautiful poems and
you consider how many times a day being the Westinghouse Steel Co. of
Connecticut were represented. Ice Waldo Bryant of Brockton. Mass Hoyt, Sunday at The Century.
they do it.
after a visit at the Wentworth home. Dorchester for a week's stay.
Canada, and International Harvester.
Mrs. Wilder Dolliver sang “My Task."
cream was served in the dining room, has been hauled up on Brown s Beach
Mrs.
Elizabeth
Burpee.
Miss
Holmes
Mrs. Amber Childs, Miss Mabel
Directly
in
front
of
us
was
a
car
Mrs. Dora Moody was guest Satur
Our guide invited us to go down
Rev R. L. Corson was the speaker.
George Benner and Gardiner Mank for the winter.
and
Alvary
Gay
of
Rockland
were
Bomeman
and
Mrs.
Ada
Elwell
and
day of Mrs. L. P. True.
the elevator and stand at the foot bearing a Lions sign. Going along acting as hosts.
Mrs. Leslie Rich was at the organ.
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Brawn of South callers at The Century recently.
Miss Rachel Noyes has returned daughter Elizabeth attended the
of the rapids, but with a long jour side we gave a Rockland roar. The
^land called Sunday on Mrs. Etta
The
mottoes
“
Welcome"
and
“
Come
Mrs. Dorothy (Sawyer) Gay who
Harold
Whitehill
and
family
who
Mank
reunion
Wednesday
in
North
from Bar Harbor where she has been
ney ahead we felt obliged to forego occupant responded with a happy
Again” are still in evidence and the
pnssed the summer with her mother
were at the Burke cottage, have re employed.
Waldoboro.
that thrill, also.
smile, and we exchanged the usual
Mr. and Mrs A. K. Box of Pulaski, turned to their Rockland home
family takes pride in saying that this
Miss Priscilla Crawford of Camden Marjorie de Coster is employed at Mrs J. A. Sawyer returned Sunday
I neglected to state that the iron greetings.
reunion ranks among the best. Credit N- Y-. and Mr and Mrs. Irwin F
to New York.
is visiting her aunt Mrs. C. A. Dunton. Raymond Jackson's.
(Continued in Saturday's issue)
railing where we leaned while watchis due to the residents of North Wal Stuart of Brookline. Mass., who were granddaughter. Miss Elvah Woodies
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel T. Norris. Mrs.
Mrs. Cordelia Bartlett has been vis Mrs. Amiber Childs and Miss Mabel
doboro for their co-operation and un « Fred Waldo's for the month of of Wilmington, Del., have been guests iting friends ln Portland.
Bomeman spent Tuesday in Belfast. Ethel L. Blackly of Marblehead.
tiring efforts to make it thus, for August returned home Monday.
for two weeks of Mr. and Mrs. Melvin
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Meyer are va Mass., and Mr. and Mrs. Herman
Mr. and Mrs. D. F. Brownell, Miss
which the family is most grateful.
Dickey.
Clara Brownell, James and Philip cationing with Mr. and Mrs. Henry Stanley of Rockland were weekend
F- A. F„ Sec.
NO TRAFFIC OR TAXI/
LINCOLNVILLE
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Clarence
The former pastor ln this town. Wentworth enjoyed a trip to Mt. Ka- Meyer.
RATES!
Miss Nellie Wagner of Virginia is tahdin over the weekend, with Air Mrs. Carrie Waltz of Rockland has Smith.
Schools in town will begin the fall guest at Mre. R. e. Knight's.
s.ngte
been wishing at the home of Misses
to Your hotel in BOSTON
APPLETON
line 4-H Club of Lincolhville.
term Sept. 7 with no change in
The supper and dance Tuesday
SO LET'S BE GAY
Mr and Mrs. Samuel Sezak and Enah lOrff and Ruth Orff.
The New England Church of God teachers.
| For The Courier-Gazette 1
night at the Grange hall, sponsored son have returned to Fairhaven, Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Jackson and
All ROOMS WITH |AT«
Wells ure low and rain is greatly by Mrs. Lena Rankin for the benefit Mass., after spending the summer at children and Clyde Bomeman were I often wander to the spot where once
500 Rooms
Convention is now in session here and
there stood
will extend till over Labor Day. Dele needed in this section.
of a boys' band was a success and Hobbs' Pond.
Augusta visitors Sunday.
An old white house, I wish I could
The annual town fair will be held $52 netted.
RADIO
gates are arriving from various States,
Once
more go through its wide old door
Mrs. Ruth Tait and nephew Robert Mrs. Kenneth S. Elwell and daugh
And watch the sunlight on the floor.
SERVIDOR
32 coming from Canada. Mr. Hewett, Sept. 22, followed by a dance in the
Mr. and Mrs. F. c. Dickey, accom Hawey have returned to Brockton, ter Beatrice spent Friday in Rockland. Its cold ashes there I see.
TUB'-.SHOWER
a Gospel singer of Manchester, N. H„ evening. Dinner will be furnished panied oy Mr. and Mrs. M. F. Dickey, Mass., after spending the summer at Floyd Meyer and party of friends But through the mists of memory
It stands majestically and strong—
is here with the Salvation Army boys. by the Grange.
motored Saturday to Bangor, Ells Mrs. Barron's cottage at Hobbs’ spent the weekend with hls parents, This house of mine. It Is so long
HANGER
Since laughter rang out through Its halls
At the Air Line hall Friday night worth and Bar Harbor.
Everything appears favorable for one
Pond
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Meyer.
And mingled with the robin’s calls
of the best conventions in years. The the annual midsummer confetti and
Mrs. Leslie H Gray and son Bur
Miss Pauline True returned Sunday The Laymen's Gospel Team will But life Is thus and grief must come
« NORTH STATION
assistant general overseer from South balloon dance will take place. A fine nell of Portland who have been visit from Camp Hitanowa where she hold a service at the local church Fri Sometime to each and every one
The hearths that friends love best to
•4 STEP-/rem
TRAIN' it year ROOM*
Carolina,, also many able speakers orchestra is engaged and a general ing ln Camden and this community, spent the past four weeks.
find
day night at 8 o'clock.
Are where all care Is put behind
from the Western and Southern good time is assured.
returned home Sunday.
Miss Connie Lincoln is at the home The Sunday school ipicnic will be Some closed door of our soul, and mirth
States, will be among the notables Mr. and Mrs. Frank Dickey of New
Tranquillity Grange will resume of her aunt, Miss Mary Bills for a held today at Jefferson Lake, with all Is king around that friendly hearth
York city, accompanied by
their meetings Friday.
Evelyn Lewis Mills.
present.
visit
children and parents invited.
Thomas ton.

.
___ ___ ____________ ___________ ._______ v...*
ing Horseshoe Fall. Is now about 50
(Continued from Page One)
feet back from its original position
cross to the Canadian side where the due to the comparatively recent caveHorseshoe fall has a drop of 158 feet in which you all read about.
and a contour line of 3010 feet, ad
We thought Niagara Falls was
miring incidentally the beautiful rather a busy place, but our guide
rainbows which haMe been visible called lt a ‘‘slow’’ day.
since the falls began to operate. The
I asked him if there were many
average depth of the river between
at'the falls, and was hardly
the falls and the rapids is 180 feet. prepared for his startling but mat
I am not going to weary you with ter of fact reply.
statistics, but perhaps you would like
"About one a week on the average."
to know how the Niagara Falls gets
When You Go See It All
that way.
Everybody naturally assumes that
From Lake Erie to Port Day, the | the worids Greatest Cataract is a
head of the upper falls, the Niagara Home Ior Honeymooners. We did
River has a drop of only 10 feet | not we anybody wh0 seemed to be
Quite innocent. From Port Day to abnormally happy, but you must re
the American falls the drop is 49 feet, member that it was a very hot and
and from the falls to Lake Ontario uncomfortable day.
the drop is 100 feet, a total fall of
"Go to Niagara? Certainly, but
326 feet, inclusive of the 167 feet at see the whole thing while you are
the American Falls, above noted.; lhere. lf the length of your vacation
Presently you will see the necessity
vour purse_wU1 permit it.
for the Welland Canal, which we
afternoon was waning when
visited.
we left the "Thunderer of the Wa
The water on the American side is ters." as the Indians called it, and
what one might expect from a great once more crossed the Falls View
cataract, but at the Horseshoe Fall, j Bridge, this tme for a long ride
it is distinctly green, due, it is said, across the province of Ontario, where
to its depth.
cooling breezes from the Great Lake
of that name were wafted inward
Tapping the Cataract
with grateful effect.
Industrial concerns play a trick on|
Ontario's Delirious Peaches
the Niagara River by diverting 20.000

•———————————————- ■■

1 j day were Mr. and Mrs. F D. Rowe of
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With Extension agents

WILL ROGERS SHRINE TOUCHES THE HEAVENS

/FBAXSED FOR 86 YEA&S

Lynton Lane of Lewiston was a
Parents have praised Dr. True’s Elixir
visitor Tuesday at the home of his
and Round Worm Expeller since 1851 ,1
parents, Capt. and Mrs. Gqprge W
AND THE
for its double benefits to children when . 1
Lane.
troubled with constipation and for expel- P
ling intestinal Round Worms. As these rl
Mr. and Mrs. Axel Jackson of New
children have grown to adults, increasing y
York and Kittery Point and Mrs. Cora
i praise is given Dr. True's Elixir as a helpful t,
Chase of Gardiner were recent guests
Laxative, agreeable to taste. At druggists
of Mr. and Mrs. O. P. Jackson.
Mrs. Parker Ladd and son Edgar
are visiting relatives in North Haven
for a week.
Agriculture
j stralion Agent, Esther Dunham, will slow and Miss Esther Huff in charge
THE TRUE FAMILY LAXATIVE AND ROUND WORM EXPELLER
Miss Mildred Butler of Union is
Herbert Spear of North Noble- hold a series of meetings in all or- of the noon meal.
guest this week of her grandparents,
Rockland Sept. 9. at the Farm
boro. was high man in the Judging of ^r.ized communities starting Sept.
Mr. and Mrs. O. P. Jackson.
.
..
, ,
18. Plans for 1938 will be discussed, Bureau Hall, with Mrs. Alice Fitz
NORTH WASHING'! ON ' Tuesday for I. N Quigg of that town.
cows at the field meeting of the
• • • •
gerald and Mrs. Frank Call on the
____
Vernon Crummitt. young son of
Mr and Mrs. Freeman Blodgett of
D.H.I.A. held at Round Top Farms.
, .. „
Mrs. Sewell McCartney of Belmont. Mr. and Mrs Charles Crummitt. was
Massachusetts spent Saturday with
The annual meeting of the Knox- dinner committee.
• • • •
Wilham Bryant of Damariscotta LillColn county Farm Bureau will be
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Libby at their Mass spent the past week with her taken Tuesday to Knox Hospital for
Tomatoes Many Ways will be the
a tonsil operation.
camp on Amsbury Hill.
Mill- was second. Six cows were held this year at the Rockland Com
parents, Mr. and Mrs. M. W. Lenfest.
used in the judging. Fred Nutter of munity Building. The date has been subject of five leader meeting in
Mrs. George Northrop is somewhat
Miss Marlon Upham was hostess
Those from here who attended the
Corinna placed the animals accord- set for Oct. 21. The committee are these communities:
improved from recent illness.
Monday night to the D & F Club.
Simonton, Sept. 2, at Mrs. Henry
Aero Rendezvous in Augusta were W.
Ing to type, and Donald Corbett working on plans for exhibits and
Winners in bridge were Mrs. Aubrey
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Brown of
Keller’s. Mrs. Cecil Annis has charge
A. Palmer, F. W. Cunningham and
placed them according to their pro-' program.
Teel. Mrs. Vesta Kalloch and Mrs. Charles Crummitt and family, all of w^ks' Mllls «ere «uests Sunday °f
of the meeting and Mrs. Henry Kel
duction records.
• • ••
1 Effie Richards.
whom report a breathtaking ex-1 Mr and Mrs ArcWe ^n(est'
ler and Mrs. Guy Annis will serve the
Two orchard meetings will be held square meal for health at noon.
Miss Marie McFarland is employed hibitlon
. Charles Crummitt is engaged in
The August report by Norris Hamth(j county Qn
and 21 The
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Albert
Donald Cunningham. Robert Cun-; State Highway work near
China
Bristol, Sept. 3, at Mrs. Alice
Un. Dairy Herd Improvement Ass*- subjfct wi„ b<? ,.Mouse Control
The
Young.
ningham
and
Mrs.
F.
W.
Cunningham
village.
Oliver's.
Mrs.
Oliver
and
Mrs.
Flor

elation tester, gave the following high llltttlng Qn the
wW
ln the Qr.
The Nitsumsosum Club and hus visited Mrs. Cunninghams daugh-----------------herds: In milk production-William
„f Wallace
of Hope ence Prentice will conduct the meet
bands met Monday night for bridge ter in Ipswich, Mass. Robert re
Bryant Damariscotta Mills. 930 and Qn the 21st at Hodgkins Bros or_ ing and Mrs. Josephine Sproul and
SOUTH WALDOBORO
a*, the home of Mr. and Mrs. Douglas turned lome ln style behind the
pounds; Arthur Hall, Jefferson. 869 char(, at Jefferson A representatlve Mr.-,. Annie Winslow are on the dinner
Bisbee.
Marlon
Richards
and
A.
V.
committee.
wheel
of
a
new
car
bought
in
Salem,
pounds and Round Top Farms. Damthe UBBg
asslst County
McIntyre won high score with Marioff, Mass.
Seiders Cemetery Ass'.i will meet
anscotta. 860 pounds. In butterfat, Agpnt Wentworth ln the demonMontsweag, Sept. 7, at Mrs. Ethel
Ingraham and Erlene Davis receiving
George Lenf»st of Belmont. Mass.. Sept. 6 at 7.30 daylight at the home
Arthur Hall. 34.2 pounds; Round Top stratjoas
Leavitt's. The meeting will be ln
low.
was at home over the weekend and
Oeortje Palmer to listen to the
Farms. 32 pounds; and Spear Farm, !
charge of Mrs. Madelene Colby and
! rpport Qf offlcprs and transact ,m.
Mrs. Beulah Blakeley and daughter enjoyed -t day's fishing.
North Nobleboro. 31.3 pounds.
.
_
The following herds had a herd avThf IJncoln County branch of the Mrs
Baker'
meal at
Charles Crummitt and family vis
Miss Barbara Richardson with Elmo
erage of 25 pounds butterfat: D. E. Malne Poultry Improvement Asso- will be served by Mrs. Ethel Leavitt,
Crizier of Rockland left Sunday by ited relatives Sunday in Somerville. portanl matte‘i rigarding
Andrews Arthur Hall and h w ciation will hold a picnic at Fort Mrs. Nellie Munsey and Miss AnDonald Cunningham and W. A. Pavement of the cemetery, also to
nictoi for a visit with Mr. and Mrs.
a a,,,”:
W «-» «.«-«• «—
J. B. Crozier at Prince Edward Palmer nave made arrangements for care for any other business which
Damariscotta Mills; C. W. Clark. Ncrth Ed8^0">b. president, and his | Hope. Sept. 8, at the Orange hall.
cutting a large track of long lumber nlay come before the association,
Edward Island.
Eber. Haggett. Paul Smithwick. Dam committee have arranged for clams with Mrs. Oeorgia Brownell, and Mrs.
A welnie and corn roast was the in Palermo, and began operations Every member is urged to attend.
ariscotta Mills; Clarence
Hilton.1 and lobsters t0 ** served for those | Marjorie Beverage conducting the
basic of a most delectable supper
North Newcastle: Gerald Foster. John who wish them' There wil1 * sPeakMrs Allce True and Mrs
enjoyed by the Trytohelp Club Mon
l'p un Cheyenne mountain, hatl a l.ule above the Broadmoor hotel
Hall. Sanford Weeks. Bristol; Round ws from the University of Maine H. True are on the dinner committee.
day at the home of Mrs. Eleanor Pat
near
Colorado
Springs,
Colo.,
Spencer
Penrose
has
built
tills
beautiful
Damariscotta.
Sept.
9.
at
Biscay
Top Fatms. Damariscotta; Harold AU Poultrymen are invited.
terson, Amsbury Hill.
Beautiful |
WUI
Rogers
Shrine
of
the
Sun.
On
the
backbone
of
America,
It
Is
aa
Community House.
Mrs. Dorothy
Nash, Camden; Jethro Pease Hope;
• • • •
near aa man can build to Will's celestial resting place. The picture seem
I flewers from the garden of one of the
ingly shows Will Rogers In the heavens, smiling his approval of thia
and Spear Farm. North Nob’cboro.
Udgai Smith of North Edgecomb Weeks is in charge.
member, Mrs. Effie Salisbury adorned
• • • •
memorial, which Is now open and will be dedicated Sept. 4, 5 and 6 with
. . .
' and Foster Jameson of Waldoboro
the dining room, with huge bouquets
a world-wide Will Rogers memorial rodeo on the Broadmoor polo
Tenant's
Harbor
will
have
a
breadPlans are being made for the an- have their incubators running. They
grounds. This is the bronze bust of Rogers, made for the shrine by- -Io
of gladioli on each end of the long
making
meeting
Sept.
9
at
Mrs.
Ger

nual membership drive of the Knox- are selling broilers to New Jersey
Davidson, noted sculptor who also recently was commissioned to make
table at which the 23 guests were
trude Hupper's. The meeting will be
a similar bust of Rogers for the state of Oklahoma to be placed in the
Lincoln County Farm Bureau. County plants.
seated. Following supper the time
National
Statuary
hall
In
Washington,
D.
C.
conducted by Mrs Hupper and Miss
Agent Wentworth and Home demon• • • •
was spent on the lawn with social
Rhoda Hart and Miss Harriet Long
I Round Top Farms of Damariscotta will serve the square meal for health
chat.
j The beautiful Will Rogers Shrine of the light will le dimmed to extincobtained first place with Holsteins.
ARE YOU ONLY A
Ruth Knight and Marion Knight
at noon.
the Sun u to become one of the most tion.
third with Guernseys and grand
of Camden are guests of Mrs. Mad
unique Singing towers in the world.
The singing tower will be in readichampion in the sweepstakes at the
elyn Carleton.
THREE-QUARTER WIFE? Dairy show held at Fred Nutter's
4-H Club Notes
Spencer Penrose, who has built the ness for formal dedication of the
“The Old Peabody Pew” is the atDuring the Lincoln County Fair the granite memorial on Cheyenne mpun- shrine on Sep* 6. Almost two years
farm. Corinna. There were 200 herds
HERE are certain things a
4-H
girls
gave
muffin
and
cake
demj
a
j
n
Half
a
mile
above
the
Broadhave
been
required
to
complete
the
faction
this evening at the Methoof the best dairy cows in the State
woman has to put up with and
onstrations
in
the
cooking
booth
moor
hotel,
is
now
having
installed
memorial.
Friends
of
the
late
Will
d
*
st
Church.
The proceeds from the
on
exhibit.
be a good sport.
Men, because they are men. can
which was furnished with electrical an elaborate svttem of Westminster Rogers from all corners of the nation P'a"
be applied to the choir fund,
never understand a three-quarter
equipment from the Central Maine chimes and vibra harp which can be are preparing to be present for the
The E. B Taylors and C. S. Grabbs
wife—a wife who is all love and
With The Home
kindness three weeks in a month
Pcwer Co., in Rockland. The sewing operated automatically or through a dedication. Special trains from Cali- who have been occupying cottages at
and a hell cat the rest of the time.
The home demonstration agent will giris worked on luncheon cloths. COnsole on which concerts can be fornia. Texas. Oklahoma, Kansas, Ballard Park during the season, have
No matter how your back aches
— no matter how loudly your
hold all-day meetings in the follow- aprons and holders In the sewing g|Ven
j Missouri, and Illinois are to carry returned tp their home at Rochester,
nerves scream—don't take it out
booth
and
had
the
use
of
the
machine
I
The
silvery
notes
will
be
amplified
, thousands to the shrine for the dedi- N. Y.
inc;
communities
beginning
at
10.30
on
on your husl»and.
from the Singer Sewing Machine | and jg-,, out over the entire Pike'scatory service to be held at 11 a. m.
For tliree generations one woman
Household Buying:
Miss Ruth Orbeton leaves Saturday
has told another how to go “smil
Boothbay. Sept. 3. at the Orange Co., in Rockland. The 4-H club peak region.
for Mt. Vernon where she has a po
Westminster chimeson Sept. 6—Lalor day.
ing through” with Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound. It
ha11, with Mrs. Mellie Ooodale and leaders had charge of the booths Will be heard cr. the hour and each Because Will Rogers was the dean sition as teacher ln the public schools.
helps Nature tone up the system,
Mrs Sadie Lewis serving the square during the three days of the fair.
quarter hcur. starting with the song6.of cowboys, a ’vorld-wide Will Rogers Miss Orbeton is a graduate of Rockthus lessening the discomforts from
the functional disorders which
meal for health.
• * • *
of the birds at dawning of each new Memorial rodeo will be held Sept. 4. I port High and was a member of this
women must endure in the three
Charlotte Trask of North White- day and contjnujng Un»ui n at night 5 and 6 on the Broadmoor hotel polo J year's graduating class from Gorham
Rockport, Sept. 7. at Miss Emily
or.b-als of life: 1. Taming from
girlhood to womanhood. 2. Pre
Halls Glen Cove. Serving on the field was the only 4-H club member when they cjose the day wltb a bvmn grounds, just below the shrine. The Normal. During the summer she atparing for motherhood. 3. Ap
dinner committee are Mrs Margaret to exhibit in the dairy project and After dark, floodlights will illuminate opportunity to memorialize Will tended summer school at Farmington
proaching “middle age.”
Don t bt a three-<| mrler wife,
she won first prize on her calf.
Maxey and Mrs. Flora Maxey.
the shaft like ; Jewel set
In velvet Rogers in the redeo arena is attractMillard F Hoyt, 56. died Aug 24
take LYDIA B PINKHAM'8
• • • •
North
Edgecomb.
Sept.
8.
at
the
The lights will come on
gradually ing the world's leading cowboys. The at the Bath Memorial Hospital FuV EC J ETABLE COMPOUND and
The first local contest in KnoxGo “Smiling Through."
schoolhouse, with Mrs. Myrtle Winten seconds be’ore the song of the Pike's Peak Polo association Is offer- r.eral services were held at Bath Aug.
T
DON’T take chances on your Labor
Lincoln county this year will be
chimes, and th.rty seconds after the ing handsome trophies and $15,000 26 and interment was ln Woolwich,
* Day trip. Protect yourself and family by
that of the Sunny-Side-Up 4-H club
last note has been lost in the night, cash prizes.
Mr. Hoyt was a former Rockport resequipping your car with a set of new first*
of Waldoboro today. Mrs. Celia Oldis
— Ident. Surviving relatives are: hls
* quality Firestone Standard Tires. Firestone
is the leader.
\
builds extra quality and extra safety into
freshments were served and Dr. Earle wife, Mrs. Alice Hoyt of Bath;
VINALHAVEN
these tires and sells them at lower
received several fine remembrances. mother, Mrs. Elissie Haney of Rock
STONINGTON
prices because Firestone controls
Mts. Flora Ames went Saturday to
Mrs. LaForest MaJter visited Mon port; three brothers. Earl Grant of
rubber and cotton supplies at their
Rockport. Percy Grant of Rockland
visit her son. Avaughn Ames, in Dor- day in Rocfcand.
Mr. and Mrs. Willard Harding of chestpr Mass
sources, manufactures with
Mr and Mrs. Donald Leigh and and Chester Grant of Perry Point,
Prospect passed Sunday with Mr.
greater efficiency and distributes
Union Church Circle will meet to- Mrs Mary Hatterson. who were re Md.; two sisters, Mrs. Jennie Jarvis
at lower cost.
and Mrs. Frank Webb.
night and partake of supper at 5.30 cent gUests of Rev. and Mrs. Arthur and Mrs. Gladys Demmons
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Cripps of ^"the vestry
PROTECTION AGAINST BLOWOUTS
Ligh. have returned to Des Moines, Rockport.
— 8 extra pounds of rubber
Cristobal, Canal Zone, are guests of Miss Marion Smith of Saugus. Mass . Iowa.
areadded toevery 100 pounds
Mr. and Mrs. John H. Simpson.
[
gUest Of her cousin. Miss Pauline
A Labor Day grand ball will be held
FRIENDSHIP
of cord by the patented
Mrs. Robert Stoddard, son Robert. Smith
in Memorial hall, sponsored by the
Gum-Dipping process.
Mrs. Dorothy Conley. Mrs. Harry
IN THIS
Dr. and Mrs. Mintzy, Mr. and Mrs.
Miss Helen Orcutt returned Tues Lions Club. Music will be furnished
tvtCTB>C
Colby and Pauline Fifleld visited day from Boston.
PROTECTION AGAINST
by Bob Percival and his eight-piece Lamport and Mrs. Shavin. all of New
PUNCTURES — because
friends Wednesday in Oceanville.
York city and friends of the Shapiros,
Miss Louise Middleton of New York orchestra of Portland.
under the tread are two
Mr and Mrs. R. Webb Noyes went is visiting her parents. Mr. and Mrs
Mrs. Leona Ross, son Bernard and are occupying onp of Dr. Flood's
extra layers of GumFriday to Syracuse, N. Y„ where Mr James Middleton at Shore Acres.
daughter Patricia and Mrs Margaret cottages.
Dipped cords.
Noyes
has
charge
of
the
library
L;
Clyde Brown and Clayton Oliver
Mrs. Alfred Orcutt returned Tues- Boulier. who recently visited Mr. and
PROTECTION AGAINST
ln the School of Citizenship and
day from Rockland.
Mrs. Floyd Robertson, have returned were visitors Sunday ln Washington
SKIDDING — because the
Public Affairs.
and North Waldoboro.
Mrs. Richard Young was a Rock- t0 Caribou.
tread is scientifically
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Clarke and land visitor Monday.
Mrs. Nathan Finn motored Monday
M.ss Amy Boutilier went Monday
designed.
family who have been passing the
to Skowhegan and was accompanied
Miss Nathalie Smith returned to Boston.
LONGER NON-SKID MILEAGE
summer with Mrs. Clarke's parents. Monday from Augusta.
Mrs, O. V. Drew entertained friends home by her daughter. Helen, who |
—because of the extra
Mr and Mrs. Arthur Perry went this
has been passing the summer at a
Miss Bernice Vinal of Boston is at Sunday at (Drew Drop Camp.
tough, long-wearing tread.
week to Everett, Mass.
the home of her aunt, Mrs. E. L.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Perkins and girls' camp. 3he will visit Miss Ruth
Join ihe Firemone SAVE A LIFE
Maurice Freedman is in Boston on
Shapiro for a few days at the Barnes
Campaign hxlay by equipping
Glidden. on a visit.
1 children have returned to Belfast.
business.
your car with a set of new Firestone
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Winslow of
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Woolsey, after cottage.
Standard Tires.
Dr. McDougal and Dr. Frye who
Mayflower’ Inn at Martin’s Point
Chicago are guests of relatives in i a visit with Miss Sara Bunker, have
were recent guests of Dr. Arnold I
has had full registrations during the
town.
DON'T RISK YOUR LIFE ON
Here's an example chosen
returned to Port Jervis. N. Y.
Brown have returned to Philadelphia.
Mr. and Mrs. Pearl Dyer enter-1 Mrs. Aura Roberts, Mrs. Emma j summer,
from the new 1938 General
SMOOTH WORN TIRES!
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Howell are tained Sunday at a clam bake and Mills, Mrs. Edwin Maddocks and | Leonard Stetson and daughter,
Electric Radios, It repre
DO YOU KNOW
visiting relatives in Portland.
shore dinner at their home at Crock- daughter Patricia returned Monday . Helen, and grandson Harold of ThomTHAT last year highway accidents cost the
Mrs. Lydia S. Eaton is ill at her
sents good news to radio
ett's River in honor of Miss Leone to Wollaston. Mass.
| aston called Sunday on Miss Rachel
lives of more than 38,000 men, women and
home at Green Island.
children?
buyers. Never in G-E his
Bailey of Culver, Ind. Miss Bailey
Dr. W. J. Hutchinson will preach Stetson and Leonard Stetson.
Mrs. Rose L. Candage visited at
THAT a million more were injured.’
Sunday
at
Union
Church.
i
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Paul
R.
Wotton
of
I
was
a
dinner
guest
Saturday
of
Mr.
tory has so much beauty,
Isle au Haut recently.
THAT more than 40,000 of those deaths
Mrs. Fred Coombs returned Monday Lynn Mass., spent the weekend with i
and Mrs. Llewellyn Thomas. She
performance
and
sheer
and injuries were caused directly by
Beatrice Wakefield is employed at
also visited her ancestral home, the from Rockland where she spent the his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Walter
punctures, blowouts and skidding due to
the home of John Billings.
value been offered for your
Wotton. They were accompanied on [
smooth, worn, unsafe tires?
Thomas place, at Ncrth Haven. This weekend with relatives.
Firestone
Mrs. Al McLellan, daughters Elea
SENTINEL
money.
is Miss Bailey's first trip east where
Capt. Edmund Andrews while fish their return trip by Miss Charlotte
nor and Louise of Hyde Park. Mass.,
she Is locking up family connections. ing Monday, caught a 100 pound shad. Jameson who will be their guest for a !
are visitors at the home of Mr. and
Now — more than ever —
week.
• • • •
She has been royally entertained and
Mrs. John McNevlne on the Moose
you get more when you
Isador Shapiro who is occupying
given a series of picnics and parties.
Teacher List Announced
Island road.
She left Monday for Culver where she
buy a G-E Radio.
SchooLs will begin Sept. 13. Supt. the Barnes cottage, has as visitors
Mrs. Robert Stoddard and son Rob
| is superintendent of a hospital con E. A. Smalley announces this teacher Mr. and Mrs. Nathan Finn son Her
I
ert, who have been guests of her j
nected with the Military Academy.
list: High School, |S. B. Hopkins, bert and daughter Helen, of New
parents Mr. and Mrs. Harry Colby,
Set nott 0/ new Firestone
Miss Hester Brown was decent principal. Mathematics and Science; York city and Jack E. Edmunds of
tire whicbit liable
Tire ■ Note t> rotes bon
MODEL F-75
returned Saturday to Boston.
against siiJding.
to panda ret, blow
LIBERAL
Pittsburgh.
Penn.
guest of Miss Pauline Smith.
Gwendoline Greene, English and
oats and skidding.
pane tarts and biouoa/i.
Mrs.
Beatrice
Bowen
of
Isle
au
7
TUBES
3
BANDS
Dudley
Hovey
of
Boston
spent
the
At
the
house
warming
given
Dr.
French; IPhyllis J. Black, Latin and
ALLOWANCE
Haut was a recent visitor in town.
weekend with hls family at the Put
Tone Monitor. Louver Diet. Visual
Ralph Earle Saturday night were i History.
•
Mrs. Cora Peterson, Carolyn Dyer, 1 Lincoln School Helen L. Orcutt, man cottage at Martin's Point.
Volume Control Indicator. Visual
JOIN THE
Mrs. Clayton Oliver is having her
4-point Tone Control Indicator,
Ethelyn Strickland, David Duncan. Grade 8; Mrs. Marion Headley,
EASIEST TERMS
NORTH HAVEN
house painted and repairs made,
Automatic Band Indicator. 12-inch
Ernest Arey, Mr. and Mrs. Henry 1 Grade 6.
Llewellyn Oliver the workman.
Anderson,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Leroy
Ames,
I
Washington
School,
Marie
M.
Teele.
Stabilized Dynamic Speaker. Au
OTHER NEW 1938
Supt. E, A. Smalley of Vinalhaven
J. G. Mayo and family of Houston,
Donald Poole, Donald Amiro, Horace ! Grade 7; Dorothy L. Thomas, Grade 5;
tomatic Volume ControL . _ _
anrounces
the
teacher
list
as:
High
G-E RADIOS
Foreign-Domestic Recep- * 0 "f Q C Schoo! Principal, George A. Bragdon I Sanders, Mrs. Philip Bennet, Muriel Gertrude Vinal, Grades 3 and 4; Mrs. Texas are at Driftwood Camp, Martion. Handsome Console. Ufa V J
FROM $19.95
of Franklin; assistant Miss Virginia Chilles, .Mrs. Lawrence Ames. Frances Edith M. Vinal. sub-primary, Grades 1 tin’s Point.
R Scales of Auburn; Center School— MacArthur. Mildred Torfason, Ger 1 and 2.
to the Voice of Vireetone, Monday eveninge over Nattonuidc N. B. C. Red Ni
White School, Ruth M. Billings,
Miss Nettie E. Beverage of North trude Sellars, Beulah Drew, Ruth
WE BUY
Brown,
Helen
Haskell,
Leola
Smith,
Gradfs
3
and
4;
Dorothy
M.
Cassie,
Haven; Grades sub-primary to five
—Thorofare School, Arthur V. Law Eugene Burgess, Blanche Kittredge, sub-primary. Grades 1 and 2.
AND SILVER
Granite Island School, Mrs. Flavilla
ROCKLAND, ME.
TEL. 721 rence of Cherryfleld; Grades five to Minnie Wood and Dorothy Cobb. The
142 MAIN STREET
CLARENCE E. DANIELS
eight; Miss Edith G. Nickerson of committee was made up of Florence Anderson, Rural.
WINTER STREET,
ROCKLAND, ME.
JEWELER
Calderwood Neck School, Louise 370 MAIN ST.
Vinalhaven, Grades sub-primary to Erickson. Eleanor Conway, Edith
ROCKLAND
FOR REPLACEMENT SPECIFY G-E PRE-TESTED RADIO TUBES
Nickerson and Flavilla Anderson. Re- Libby, Rural.
four. Schools will begin Sept. 7.

KNOX-LINCOLN
FARM BUREAU

r. True’s Elixir

T

firestone

HOUSE SHERMAN,

INC.

OLD GOLD

FIREPROOF GARAGE SALES CO.

Every-Other-Day
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THOMASTON

LOST AND FOUND

(Bott&i!

Vhm&

YUKON
BEVERAGES

Z-

28 0z

3

BOTTLES
(contents onivl

ALE,

GINGER.

Cc
IB

GOLDEN

OR

PALE

WATER,

SPARKLING

RICKEY

LIME

AND OTHER FLAVORS.

AT SALE PRICES
MOXiE

BOTS 25c
2 LARGE

CONTENTS

NO H
CAN 21c
NO 3
SOLID PACK
CAN 19c
NO. 2
CAN 17c
NO 1 *> C
NO.
CANS AJC

SALMON
A&P TOMATOES

RELIABLE PEAS

2

A&P PEAS
▲
fn A
F Noodles, Macaroni sz
AHN PACE and Soaghotti 4

SOAPINE

25c

PKGS

35c

2 ■

THE NEW SOAPINE

MARSHMALLOWS
DEVILLED HAM
DEVILLED HAM

N, B. C.

LUXE

17c

2

WOOD S

CANS

25c

CAN

21c

WOODS

31c

ASSORTMENT

FIC TARTS

N B.C

u2i<

(fjASMUwine}

Tbisdi

SS 79c

FRUIT JARS

QUAR

do;

89c

do;

45c

JELLY TUMBLERS

2
SiiCAR
CONFECTIONERS OR BROWN
3
GOOD LUCK JAR RINC5
Celery SaM. Cinnamon
Mace. Mustard
ANN PACE SPICES
OTHER SPICES

VINEGAR "&»

39 C

PKGS

15c

PKGS

25c
12c
10c

PKG

PKG

H GAL
JUG

23c

GAL

19c

BULK VINEGAR

WYANDOTTE CLEANSER
MIXED TEA
BULK
FRENCH CREAM SALAD MUSTARD

can

10c

LB 39c
jar 15c

SaoZi {ptoduritb

SCOT? TISSUE

WALDORF

9c

roll

TOILET PAPER

4

SCOTT TOWELS

ROLLS

19c

roll

10<

efcbLeA

PEACHES

GRAPES
GREEN

RED MALACA

6

LBS

45c

3

le:

21c

2 US 19c

PEAS

TOMATOES

ICEBERG LETTUCE

CALIFORNIA

5

LBS

2

HDS

19c

LB
BAG

31<

ONIONS
CABBAGE

25c

10c

JV YEW’S
School days are here again. Just think of it! Nex:
Tuesday many of the schools begin. Have you fitted
out your boy yet? If not, the time is short. We have
everything a boy needs.
$1.00, 51.50, $1.98
$2.98, S3.98, $4.5)
BOYS' SL ITS—8 to 18 .............................. $7.98, $10.50, 512 59, $15.00
Sl.OO, $1.50, $1.98. $2.98
SCHOOL KNICKERS ..................................
52.C0, f2.53. 52.98
SCHOOL LONG PAM S .........................
BOYS SHIRTS
...........................
79c, Sl.OO
.............. Sl.OO, S1.50 51.98
BOYS' SWEATERS
HOYS R MN ( OATS
.
.................. S2.S8
BOYS'ZIPPER JACKKT8
....... $2.98, $3.98

CHILDREN'S SLITS—3 to 8

CHILDRENS COAT AXD PANT SL ITS

YOUNG MEN S DRESS PANTS
YOUNG MEN'S DRESS SHIRTS
YOUNG MEN'S SWEATERS

$1.98, S3.90.

$3.75

$1.00. S1.5J
$1.00, S1.98, S2.98

Ju-t a Iih ol the many want , of bays. Plenty more good bargains
ol thc things boys want

WiLLIS

FLY TO

ONE
THE ISLANDS WAY

Leave
K(M KLAN'D
8.00 A. M.
11.45 A. M.
3.00 P. M.

AYER

$2.50

U aily Except Sunday
VINALHAVEN
8.15 A.M.
12.00 M.
3.15 P. M.

9.20 A. M.
1.40 P. M.
5.S0 P. M.

Next To Public Landing

SUNDAY
9.35 A. M.
1.55 P. M.
5.35 P. M.
AIRWAYS, INC.

ROUND
TRIP

In Everybody’s Column

WALDOBORO

$4*00

Standard Time
NORTH HAVEN
X.lil) A. M.
12.15 P. M.
3.30 P. M.
99-tf

9.50 A. M.
2.10 P. M.
5.50 P. M.
Telephone S38

Advertisements tn this column not to
Miss Zetta Smith who has been em
Mrs Arthur Swift and Miss Isabel
I exceed three lines Inserted once tor 25 ♦
I cents, three times for 50 cents. Addi
ployed in Bangor for five months, is Swift of Stamford. Conn., are visiting
tional lines flve cents each for one time
14-FOOT slate colored punt, lost off
vtsiting her parents. Mr. r,nd Mrs. Mrs. Jennie N. Linscott.
10 cents for three times. Six amall words Crescent
Beach last Wednesday Finder
to a line.
Herbert E. Smith in Cushing, for two
call 292-M. T S. LAWSON, Box 463.
The annual dollar social of the Su
Rockland
104-103
weeks, before going to Stonington to sannah Wesley Society will be held
~ThT owner of Deposit book No 0072
R♦
take up teaching in the fourth and Friday night in the Methodist ves
issued by the Rockland Loan It Build
♦
ing Association has notified the asso
fifth grades, an appointment which try. There will be a program and re
WANTED
ciation that the said deposit book has
«
she recently received.
been lost and requests a duplicate of
freshments.
R♦
same. The owner of the advanced payMrs. Arthur J. Elliot and daughter
The local Juvenile Grange enjoyed
FULL shaggy male kittens, wanted All I ment certificate No. 95 issued by the
Tiger or Gray color One all pure white Rockland Loan it Bulldlng Association
Miss Barbara Elliot went yesterday a picnic Tuesday at Sandy Shorts.
BAY VIEW FARM North Haven. Mp
I has notified the Association that the
via motor for a short visit ir. Boston Warren.
NATIVE SPRING MEATY
105*110 aald Certificate has been lost and re—
----------------------------------------------------quests a duplicate of same ROCKLAND
>nd Providence. They were accom
RANGES and heaters, wanted, any i LOAN It BUILDrNO ASSOCIATION. By
Miss Bessie Reed has been a visitor
LAMB
LEGS
.......................................
lb
24c
panied by her granddaughter. Miss
kind Pay good price HILL DANE. 235 H. O. OURDY. Sec . Aug. 16. 1937
in North Anson.
105*116 ,
Main St
99-Th-105
Joan Elliot, who spent the summer
Miss
Beverly
Richards
is
employed
SHORT
SHANK
LEAN
—
4
TO
6
LB.
AVERAGE
SMALL
furnished
house
or
apartment,
with her father. J. Edward Elliot and
wanted, with 3 bedrooms. All modern. »R1—
at the Lobster Pot. Friendship.
_____
_ _
»
who was returning to Brighton. Mass
Write A care The Courler-Oaette
SMOKED
SHOULDERS
.................
lb
26c
♦
Capt. Ralph Pollard is visiting his
105*107 «
FOR SALE
Mi and Mrs. Robert G. Spalding
ONE GR TWO boarders, wanted, with ♦
of Stonington are receiving congrat- Parents In Lowell. Mass
GOOD QUALITY BONELESS
middle-aged couple. MRS M E MC
ulations upon the birth Tuesday of a
Nearly 100 members of the CornATTRACTIVE COTTAGE, partly fur
KINNEY. 49 Cedar St , Tel. 305-M
105-107 nished. ln Lincolnville, for sale; *,4 acre;
BEEF ROAST.................................... lb 23c
daughter. at Knox Hospital.
munity Garden Club and friends ennear lake. Inquire 41 SEA ST . Camden
WANTED good route man with car—
Elmer Lane of Springfleld. Mass.. Joyed a picnic Monday at the summer
104*109
between 25 and 40—reliable—800 family
8ECOND-HAND furniture, for sale
is guest of hls aunt Mrs. Bertha Dow-, homt of Mrs Stuart C. Hemingway
NATIVE TENDER
routt—opportunity for good man to Stoves,
store fixtures, office fixtures, 235
Un for a week.
1 The time was passed in boating.
earn 530 to 850 weekly. No cash Invest Main St..
HILL DANE
105*116
LAMB
FORES
..................................
lb
16c
ment required—for details write ROUTE
Miss Dorotltv Wallace returned bathing and in strolling about the
1929 MODEL A FORD, motor transmlsMANAGER. Box 367. Newark, N. J.105*106 , sion and other used parts, for sale BERhome Monday after visiting her uncle beautiful grounds of "Glenhurst."
------------------------------------------------------------- NARD COHEN 35 Tillson Ave
104*106
RIB
SLICED
HOUSEKEEPING apartment with heat , — - ■■—;----------- ——
and aunt. Mr. and Mrs. Elliott A ’ Mrs. Hemingway served coffee and ice
wanted, for three refined young ladles. I HIGH CHAIR for saiev also one Boy
Feyler in Somerville. Mass, for ten cream as an addition to the picnic,
Lamb Chops, lb 29c Bacon,
Not over 820 month Inquire 14 LIME6Ult
»»oy s leather coat. TEL
lb 25c
ROCK ST
105*107 i 81g~M___________________________ 103*105
days.
■ Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Clark of
LATE ’26 Hudson sedan, for sale.
Mr and Mrs. Ralph Crawford left Lebanon. N H„ are guests of Mrs.
MEALERb. wanted, at 13 PLEASANT; (small) 7-passenger. excellent condition.
FRESH WESTERN
FINEST QUALITY
ST
Home
cooking.
104*106
reasonab
’e price TEL. Camden 630
via motor yesterday for a several Verna Little.
------------------------------------------------------------I
104*106
Boiled Ham, lb 51c Eggs,
doz 39c
days trip to Montreal and Quebec
Mrs. Elizabeth Tuttle who has been
TRUSTWORl’HY housekeeper, wanted.
SIX-ROOM house for sale; lights,
Apply
JOHN
T
LOTHROP.
32
Lisle
St.
!
■They were accompanied from Castine visiting Mrs Nellie Overlock for sev103-105 I bath. gas. nice garden, corner lot. 16
Scott St.. E H O8BORNE
103*105
COUNTRY ROLL
FRESH GROUND
by Miss Frances Babb and Miss Mil- ’ eral weeks has returned to Hope.
•
YOKE of four-year old oxen, wanted.1 BABY ORAND"PIANO. for sale; ln good
dred Knowles.
• • • •
must
be
well
mated
and
well
trained.
|
condition;
will
sell
at
sacrifice
Can
be
Ib 21c
lb 36c Hamburg,
Butter,
Garden Club Flower Show
F L SYLVESTER. Deer Isle. Me . Tel ( S(en at MAINE MUSIC CO
105*107
Miss Elizabeth Woodcock went to
46-12
102*107
■
....... .......... .........- -■
Thc annual flower show of the
-5—t--------------------------------------------- —----- | TRAILER, for sale; also 1929 Nash raSouth Portland Tuesday to spend
PATIENTS wanted to care for ln my 1 diator MRS M S. DICK. 67 Waldo Ave
Community
Garden Club held last
FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES
the remainder of the week with Mr.
home MRS C. E. OROTTON. 138 Cam-lTtl. 63-W
_____
105*107
Thursday in the High School audi
den St.. Tel. 1214-M.
96-tf
GUARANTEED HOUSE PAINT, for sale
ind Mrs. Leon Auger.
—8193 gal Red Barn Paint. 8105 gal
doz 19c Sweet Potatoes, 5 lbs 19c
Peaches,
James Head of Glen Rock. N. J . torium attracted flower lovers from
Freight paid on 7 gallons or more. JOHN
many
States
and
nearby
cities
and
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
H DLROIN PAINT CO. 40 West St.,
who ls summering ln SouthJJristol.
lb 03c
doz 17c Squash,
Plums,
105*110
WHEREAS Charles H Woodcock of Biddeford. Maine. Tel 718
was a visitor Tuesday at Douglas towns. While, on account of the
Thomaston ln the County of Knox and ! AT HOBBS POND, buildings, for sale.
dry
weather
this
summer
the
exhibits
Ripe
Tomatoes,
2
lbs
11c
doz
33c
Pears,
Slate of Maine, by hie mortgage deed . all new. lot 110 x 110. well of fine water,
Walker's.
dated the tenth day of May. 1929. and re- sandy beach, price reasonable
Tel.
Th? August picnic of the Beta may not have been so numerous as
corded In Knox Registry of Deeds ln I 153-M MRS JOHN F COOPER
105-107
Native
Potatoes,
peck
21c
2
lbs
19c
Grapes,
in
preceding
years,
they
made
up
in
Book
220.
Page
519.
conveyed
to
Medomak
Alpha Club was held at ’ne home of
Canning Company a corporation estab- . * T?iRE^S,Uu5d'
lished by law and having a place of i •
i'alt
WM H VOGEL, friendship.
Mrs. Guy K Lermond. Monday night, beauty for lack of number and were
2 for 21c Cukes, lge,
3 for 10c
Lopes,
so
well
arranged
and
grouped
that
business at Rockland ln the County of I __ _______________________________104 106
witli 14 members in attendance. A
Knox and State aforesaid, a certain lot! PICKLING CUKES, for sale, all sizes,
GOOD LUCK
PICKLING
or parcel of land with buildings thereon. OVERNESS SARKESIAN. 157 Talbot Ave
picnic supper was served by Mrs. Leila the effect was most pleasing to the
situated ln Warren tn the County and , Tel. 568-W.
’
103-105
patrons
of
the
show.
W Smalley. Mrs. Annie Mank. Mrs.
Vinegar,
gal
29c
Jar
Rub
’
rs
4
pkg
25c
Mtntt^dafa°srefollo'wsl‘nd bounded *nd d,‘
TOE ATWOOD LEVENSALER Property,
More
important
than
the
success
Hildred MacLeod and the hostess.
Bounded northerly by land of Elmer E ' pr,.^n°X.
f°n s~e
Studley; southerly by land of Charles
Th^misten APP‘y
P ° aa^f
Games and music were enjoyed dur of the show was the community spirit
Winchenbach; westerly by the new road LIOT' Thomaston._________________ 98-tf
which is one of the main objectives
ing the evening.
leading from Waldoboro to Thomaston
FARM
for sale
Oood buildings,
The stated meeting of Grace Chap of the organization, displayed Much
easterly by "South Pond" so called; sightly location, fine summer home,
Nainara returned Tuesday to Mas and
CUSHING
credit
is
due
the
Boy
and
Girl
Scouts
being the same premises conveyed by MRS GERTRUDE M STUDLEY, Thomter O.ES. will be held in Masonic
sachusetts. following a lew weeks Edward H Storer to Martha S. Storer aston. Me
95-105
who with thelr leaders provided an
deed dated March 23. 1891. recorded
hall. Wednesday at 7.30
HAWTHORNE
HOMESTEAD
Tenant's
visit at the Boynton-McNamara by
The
mercury
reached
the
90
de

ln Knox Registry of Deeds ln Book 85
Mrs. Frank Grant and daughter «“™ctlve exhibit on the stage. This
p... m
Harbor vlllage. for sale. 9-room house.
feyed42?© Charlls
Woodeock by flnc «»<»«<>«»• >‘8hts bath- »vlng sPrlnK
i farm.
Beverley, who tailed her father camP site' comPlet« in
deUil gree mark Tuesday—one cf the hotBvron A Bean ffiNew Sharon“for 1 recelved the largest Vot€ for
most ** dtyS °f thC SCaS°n
I Herbert Th<XnpsOn
‘ob^'i^BAOT-’
Thompson, ciuWren
children Vlr' ^‘"d'itdVb™^ i«9 '.nd“re i
A. Bean
me snaron. for ,
R£y gnd
Duffle]d Qf gmia £etty and BUly witn Mr Rose deed^dated
1“9I^“ds
ELDER. Tel. 16-12, Tenant s Harbor.
several days. have returned home. iuterestin8 exhibit
of Hamden. Conn., ar-, Book 222 Page 106. and the same prem- i----------------------------------------------------- 97-11
In addition to the exhibits of the Phoenixville. Penn., returned home 1 and his family
.
_
.. KT
▼ ises conveyed by Charles H. Woodcock' IVER-JOHNSON tennis racket, for
Georg? W. Robinson, who has been
members of the club, artistic arrange- Monday after a month at the Flint rived at tne Boynton-McNamara Of Thomaston ln the County and State >sale. In good condition; cheap. TEL
visiting his sister. Mrs. T C Williams
92-tf
farm
Tuesday,
after
several
days
deaforesaid to Medomak Canning Com-' Rockland 853-13
for several days, left Tuesday for his ments were contributed by summer cottage,
William
Boynton
and
Edward
Me-'lay
enroute,
caused
by
motor
trouble.
May
10.
1929
and
recorded
in
Knox
Reg,
,
T
residents of Martin's Point. Medomak
home ln St. Paul, Minn.
_________________________________________________________________ _____________ ! Istrjr of Deeds tn Book 220 Page 519. and | PACKARD » ““
U-A
R F.D . Thomaston Me Tel.
and Davis Point, which added much
WlftREAS the condition of said mort
105-tf
guge Is broken, now therefore, by reas Rockland 446
Frank W. Robinson, who was reg to the interest of the show. John
) son of the breach of the condition thereUSED mackerel and berrlng barrels
Dstrne
of
Bay
Shore
Gardens,
Dam

of
It
claims
a
foreclosure
of
said
mort*bd
kegs,
for
shipping
Iced
fish.
Casks
of
istered at Knox Hotel for ten days
gage
I various sizes.
Write for particulars.
whll" visiting his aunts. Mrs. Abbie ariscotta Mills, had an interesting
IN WITNESS WHEREOF the said HENRY A THORNDIKE. Newport. R I
Medomak Canning Company has caused
105-tf
F Rice and Mrs. Clara M. Williams, exhibit of rare cacti many specimens
this instrument to be sealed with Its' „SEn niann. uneieht. rn, ..l.
wen* Tuesday to Buffalo, where he of which he has shipped to foreign
S^name4’ by^jJ^B*11 Bud
let ,or
““°n
HtocM.n’S
S’enrThereLn^Tuly® author,^ 880 STONINGTON FURNITURE CP
will spend a short time enroute to corn tries. Mrs. Jonathan Gardner of
this sixteenth day of August In the |
California, for the winter. He was Rockland had a display of herbs that
year one thousand nine hundred and
*=?
accompanied by Miss Virginia Dixon.' attiacted much attention. Literature
thirty-seven.
8 *■ ♦
»!
MEDOMAK CANNING COMPANY, ( |
wht has been guest of Mrs. Rice regarding herbs and their culture was
♦
By
HENRY
B
BIRD
TO LET
Fancy Native Fowl............................................ lb 30c
aieantim? and who was returning to given away. The silver cup and blue
4
President ' ’
ribbon won by tho club for the best
Dated at Rockland Maine.
_
—
New York city.
August 16 1937.
Large Roasting Chickens................................ lb 38c
Mr. and Mrs. Newlin Booth, who atranged border planting at the
(Corp. Seal)
99-Th-105
UPSTAIRS tenement, to let. at 684(i
—
——
Main St. J K. MELVIN. 21 Oay St.. Tel
Rcckland
flower
show
was
on
ex

have been on a motor trip to Nova
Broilers.................................................................... lb 38c
273-W
105*107
Scctia. were overnight guests Mon hibition.
Another son Robert arrived the same
apartment, to let. at 15 North Main
Spring
Lamb
Fores
.........
lb
16c;
if
boned,
lb
17c
Mrs.
Nan
Weston
and
Mrs
Emma
day of Mrs. James A Creighton of
day by bus from Bangor where he 1 S?-, Modern. Oarage. L. a thurston.
This is the best value we know of in the meat line.
, , '
. , ,
,
.
Tel. 1159. Rockland.
104-106
Hamburg. N. Y. who with her child Baiiey had charge of the food table
had been visiting his mother.
~—n---- t-r;—------i FIVE-ROOM cottage, to let. at Megunwhich
proved
most
successful
and
the
ren, is visiting relatives here, enroute
Little Pig Pork Roasts ..................................... lb 33c
Mr and Mrs. Charles C Rivers ! ticook Lake W. F. BRITTO. Tel 78
Garden Club extends thanks to those
104*106
We ait- getting nice ribs now and you might like roast
to her home in Newcastle. Del.
daughters Ernestine and Rita
of FUR NISHED apartment to le?; 4
pork
for
a
change.
Mis;, Mabel Blunt of Braintree. who donated cooked food. The pro
Washington were in town Sunday for rooms: heated; garage. 88 PLEASANT ST
Mass, is guest of her aunt. Miss Ida ceeds from this table and the re
Tel 913-J
104-tf
Leaderrbip Smoked Shoulders ....................... lb 31c
rail? on oldtime friends.
freshment booth will be used to paint
I FIRST FLOOR apartment, to let 5
Blunt
Alice says they cost more than some shoulders but they
Newton H. Street, with Mr. and rooms, bath, at 36 Pleasant st. Apply at
aii mere than worth the difference.
Mrs. John Creighton if Ashburn- the interior of the community house.:
Mrs. Hatch and son Billy of Wood- 1 32 ecHOOL ST • Tel «83-w
Ir. the evening George H. Babb
ham Mass. and Thomaston and Mrs.
l-.LHo.
* FIVE-ROOM apartment, to let. ALICE
Daisy Hams ........................................................ lb 44c
t.icge Conn., were at the Street farm fuller, 25 Linden st., Tel. ioe-J.
Albert B. Elliot, were among the of thc State Department of Agricul
Daisy Hams are good and not a bit of waste.
103-114
the
past
week.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Hatch
I______________________ ________
guests at luncheon and shower given ture gave a talk on birds. On the
are missionaries, having been in Al- i TO LXr—Camp and one room in house
commlttoe
were
Mrs.
Henry'
Mason,
|
Jumbo Prunes .............................. Ib 15c
I overlooking Hosmer Pond. Camden. TEL
by Miss Rose O Neil in Rockland.
lahabad. India the past nine years. | 8816
103-105
Tuesday for Miss Alice Hellier, also of Mrs. Bessie Kuhn, Mrs. Lawrence ■
Old Dutch Cleanser............. 4 cans
On return they will remain for an-1 downstairs apt., to let, 4 rooms.
33c
Weston
and
Mrs.
Joseph
Brooks.
Rcckland.
othei nine years. Mr. Street's nieces |uTnpo£1h'
Enqulre 12 K*°*
Chase & Sanborn’s Dated Coffee lb 26c
George G. Grafton was host to a
Mto-S Ferguson and Miss Ballard Of SMALL apartment, to let. unfurnished.
small group of friends at a dinner GEORGES RIVER ROAD
Chase & Sanborns’ Break O’ Mom
Woodbridge remain at the farm.
17™‘!frn convenleo£es: oil heat: garage
MRS A. H. JONES. 5 Talbot Ave. Tel.
party Monday flight at fhe home of
Coffee
..........................................
Ib
20=
Mrs.
Ruth
M.
Dill,
sons
Mervin
and
J 576._____________________ loa-tf
The
Finnish
Congregational
his parents. Mr. and Mrs. Bowdoin
Roy.
with
her
mother
Mrs.
Alice
i
furnished apartment, to let. four
L. Grafton. The guests were Mrs. Church will hold a business meeting
_
_
tt j rooms, bath, with or without garage. V.
Large Package Oxydol........ 23c
Geyer
recently
went
to
Spruce
Head,
f
studley, 77 Park st.. or 283 Main
Both for 24c
Chester Johnson daughter, Miss Ed tonight at 8 o'clock at church. Rev.
Glass Fruit Bowl.....................
lc
after
occupying
the
Geyer
camp
11
I 81 ■ Tel- 330 or 11M_____________ 101-tf
Rodney
W.
Roundy.
superintendent
1
na and son Chester of Evanston. Ill.,
voolre
i BEAUTIFUL cottage lota on Spruce
traa.
Head Island, on salt water, connected
Waldo County Green Mountain Potatoes, peck 20c
whj are spending the summer here of Portland will be present.
Mr
and
Mrs.
Reginald
Ames
are
wlth mainland by bridge, Tel. 853-0
A
picnic
will
be
held
on
the
land
and Myles S. Weston of this town.
per bushel.............................................................
70c
'I
visiting Mr. and Mrs. Leon Ames and FOUR-ROOM, furnished apartment, to
Mrs. Inez Flint, who spent six weeks of Mr and Mrs. Schildt. next Sun
Smocth and cook white, taste good.
Mr. and Mrs. Smalley In St. George. let. at 17 Grove St. Apply 60 BEECH ST
with Mr. and Mrs. Rodney Brasier. day at noon. A program will begin
Beverly Geyer visited friends, in Large furnished room, to let. with
returned Sunday to Dovar-Foxcroft. At 2 p. m.
Rain is sorely needed for pastures,
Mi and Mrs. Albert Thurlow and
Thomaston a few days recently.
th. 84 week. FOSS HOUSE. 77 Park
Tel. 330.
94-tf
son Edwin and Mr. and Mrs. Edwin gardens and wells are drying up.
Dudley Rockwell is ill at his
ur room tenement to let at 38 Me
Page
last
spring's
rain
clouds!
Knowlton of Stonington, visited Sun
mether’s cottage. Bird Point. He is chanic St. MRS. W S KENNISTON.
743 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND
TEL 17
Toivo Johnson and son William,
94-tf
dav with Mr. and Mrs. Oscar F. Wil
attended by Dr. Popplestoue of Rock 1^6 Main 3t, Tel. 874-W.
SIX-ROOM modern apartment to let.
liams. On their return that night made a trip Tuesday to Portland.
land.
Apply W. J. ROBERTSON, Lumber Yard
The Jolly Toilers 4-H Girls Club
they were accompanied by the for
Irrmaaton
105-tf
Mr
and
Mrs
George
Robbins
rej
(mm i STOAM heated office to let, central
mer's daughter, Miss Callie Thur- Club met Tuesday evening at the
centiy
received
a
radiogram
irora
,
location.
Tel.
135
105-tf
low who spent five weeks with Miss home of their leader. Miss Esther
CLOVER FARM FOOD STORES
their daughter Mrs. Ethel Edson, who' PoUR-room apartment to let. all
Harjula: Refreshments were served.
Eioisc Williams.
with Major Edson and two sons went; S°^ern^ ApE.ly Bt c»mden & Rockland
Several
from
here
attended
the
,
,
water Co., Tel. 634
105-tf
Mi. and Mrs. Wallace A. Parker
to Shanghai. China, this spring
and daughter Nathalie have returned dance and reception Friday night in i
Major Edson of the Army is still ln
to Marblehead. Mass., after spending the Long Cove hall in honor of Mr.
that zone, but Mrs. Edson and sons
Pknic
foods
ot
stock-reducing
ten days with Mr. and Mrs. Alpheus and Mrs. Armas Rytky who were
prices for Summer's lost outing!
Austin and Robert were among those I MISCELLANEOUS ♦
married recently. Mrs. Rytky was'
And big speciols on foods for in
Jones.
who were taken to Manila, and will
door meals! Don't forget! Buy for
1 Principal Lewis C. Sturtevant will before her marriage. Miss Irma Kent
I rc iurn to this country as soon as pos DONE a big business on Vinegar this
two days—stores closed Monday
of
Rockland.
Will continue at 19c
gal.
be at his office at the High Schoo',
sible. Major Edson’s orders were for season
SJMONTON, Meadow St.. Rockville
Mr. and Mrs. William Harjula are 1
building from 1 to 3 o'clock, Saturday
B.&
M.
oven
baked
Beans
I
I
wc
years
service
in
that
place.
104-106
receiving congratulations on the birth I
and will be glad to meet any new stu
2 tall cans 29c
A laree
concreeation gre.teu
greeted nev.
Rev (onKhIy
CHIMNEY
carefully
A
large congregation
low cleaned
prlce Ask
tonyand.
. 12thorEddent or parents who wish to discuss Aug. 26 of a son. Gerald William.
CLOVER FARM
103*105
Mr Timberlake and family Sunday 1 wards st, Te’. 515, Rockland
Miss
Arlene
Nelson
made
a
trip
to
,
courses or other matters with him.
BROWN BREAD,
at the Baptist Church. They spent PIANO, vocal. Hawaiian guitar, piano
accordion lesseons at you home. 81 with
preparatory to the opening of the Canada recently in companj- of Mr. th? night at Mrs. Edith Stevens’ cot in 30 mlles. C. A. LUNDELL. Friendship.
2
tall
c
ns
29c
and
Mrs.
John
Paulson.
school year next Tuesday.
_________________________________ 94*96-tt
tage.
visiting
friends
ln
Friendship
CLOVER FARM—FANCY ASSORTED
Miss Ellen Wahlman and Miss Helen I
Mr and Mrs. Maynard Brasier and
WATCHMAKER -Repairing
watches.
on
Saturday
and
later
attending
Johnson
rcturned
Saturday
from
'
clocks, antiques all kinds Call and de
PICKLES,
8 ounce bottle 15c
I dr lighter Anne How’ard. who passed a
campmeeting
at
Washington,
with
liver.
8
ARTHUR
MACOMBER.
23
Ames
week with Mr. and Mrs. Ray Spear, Vinalhaven where they passed the
bury St.. Rockland. Tel. 958-J
105-tf
MOXIE, contents,
2 large bottles 25c
friends
from
this
place.
The
minis

in South Warren, returned Monday week as guests of Miss Wahlman's
BRICK, cement, plastering and rock
ter
’
s
son
assisted
in
the
Sunday
serv

parents.
work, painting of all kinds. Call A. W
to Portland. They were dinner guests
105-tf
Cbipso,
lge pkg 22c SUNKIST
ice by singing, accompanied by Mrs. ORAY. Tel 8533
Miss Ida Harjula and guest Miss
Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. Rodney E.
LADIES—Re'lable hair goods at Rock
doz
39c
Oranges,
Lane.
Killeran.
Helen Nelson of Quincy, Mass., spent
land Hair Store. 24 Elm St. Mall oiders
Brasier.
Howard Randall of Bos*on, Misses solicited H. C. RHODES, Tel. 519-J
P. & G. Soap, 4 bars 17c RED MALAGA
Misse Marie Clark, Leah Tillson, last week in Owl's Head.
e___ ________ ____________________ 105-tf
Grapes,
3 lbs 25c
Ler.ata Marshall and Ella Maloney
Miss Ina Anderson and Albert Har
WHITE NAPTHA
1 Hester Foster and Olive Rowell have
1AWN mowers sharpened, called for
of
Port
Clyde
were
visitors
Tuesday
and delivered. Prompt service. Lawn
I returned home after attending the jula rcturned Sunday from Quincy
roller
to let. CRIE HARDWARE CO.,
Chuck
Roast,
lb 25c
at B S. Geyer's.
'successor to Rockland Hardware Co.)
Schoo! of Methods at Ocean Park Mass., where they visited Mr and
Oakite,
2 pkgs 21c TOP ROUND
Tel
791.
Rockland.
105-tf
Mrs, Arthur Harjula and family.
Leslie Ames is expected in town for
for two weeks.
Cleans a Million Things
TT"
Steak,
lb
35c
a
short
vacation
soon.
On
hls
return
Sunday School will be resumed at
*■
to Manchester, Conn., his mother. ♦
8
the Federated Church this Sunday at called for Sunday at 10.20. This or_
Mrs. Hattie Ames will accompany ♦ Sommer Cottages I
9.45. following a vacation of three ganization has continued its work
4
him for a winter's stay.
throughout the summer receiving
. weeks.
l|*********e.a,***g
Miss Jessie Smith has sold her farm .TWO furnished cottages, to let. at HosThe Baptist Choral Society will re commendation from the pastors of
WILLIAM T. FLINT, Rorkland
GEORGE BUCK. Warren
to out of town parties and ls selling mer Pond, by week, month or season
sume its duties Sunday after a vaca large churches who have supplied the
T* 671-J. EDWIN A DEAN. Rockland
her furnishings during her stay here.
tion of two weeks, A rehearsal is Pulpit.
104-109

GLENDENNING’S MARKET

Telephone

993

We Deliver

WEEK-END SPECIALS

Specials for the Week-End
and Labor Day

J. A. JAMESON CO.

HOLIDAY AHEAD !%&

^•Clover Farm Stores

Every-Other-Day
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®SOC* ETY
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Plummer had
as dinner guests Friday, Mrs. Beatrice
Stone, Mrs. Hall and Mrs. Dodge,
Milton Plummer of New York and Mrs.
Elizabeth Reed of Saugus, Mass. Mr.
Plummer, who was injured ln an auto
collision ln Baltimore, is greatly im
proved in health and plans a more
extended visit with Rockland friends
later In the season. The party were
also guests at the home of Mr Plum
mer's sister, Mrs. Vienna Henderson,
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Montgomery Camden street.
of Thomaston entertained members
of the D.D. Club Saturday night at , Mrs. Clifton Cross is .in Salem,
picnic supper and cards. The guests 1 Mass, on a two weeks' visit.
were Mr. and Mrs. Hollo Gardner of
Camden, Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Snow
Principal Joseph IE. Blaisdell and
of Bath and Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence family who have .been spending the
Leach of Rockland.
summer in Sidney, have returned to
this city. Mr. Blaisdell received hls
Miss Joan Hall of Union is the guest
degree in agriculture while on the
of her chum. Miss Betty O'Brien for
farm.
the week.

EVERYBODY’S DOING INTO

HIGH
FRONT

THE HARD OF HEARING
Daughter Of Former Pastor Writes Interesting
Article In The Christian Leader

The following article, is from the large black fan to her teeth. Of
versatile pen of a former Rockland course this was really an interesting
girl, Elsa Chapin, daughter of the experiment with .bone conduction;
Rev. Mr. Chapin, one time pastor of but in those days it was considered a
the Universalist Church. It is re la-de-da practice by all. We knew
printed by request from the Chris somebody else who held the spout
tian Leader of Aug. 21, under the of what looked like a small tea-pot
heading, "Mother and the March of to her ear. Mother tried this, but it
Science:
didn't work.
When my friends wonder at my
I don’t know how she ran across
mother's imperviousness to gloom, the tin dipper. Maybe it was well
although she is over seventy-five and known, but none of us has ever seen
one of the two deafest persons I another like it. It was the shape and
know I tell them that she had the size of an old-fashioned dipper. The
sense to be born part Irish. Then handle was hollow, and the dipper
if they are really interested in how end—what you would normally drink
she has met a baffling personal from—was covered with a thin sheet
problem with unfailing ingenuity, I of perforated metal. Mother held
go into detail about her forty years' the handle to her ear and manipu
experience with What To Do with lated the dipper end in any direc
Yourself When Deaf.
tion lrom which she wished to collect
As I figure it out, the bed-rock sound. This lasted her for years. It
Mr. and Mrs. Elton Merrifield and
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Ladd an(j
quality she started with and has was a conspicuous object in our pro
'
family
of Kezar Falls will visit Mrs.
William Lewis returned to New York
never lost is an unself-consciousness cessions down the church aisle to our
Saturday after spending a two weeks' Merrifield's former home in this city
about her “affliction." I have put seats in the front row. As for my
vacation with Mr. and Mrs. Walter over the holiday weekend.
432 MAIN STREET ROCKLAND TEL 374-W
that word in quotes and it should be fathers dipperizcd sermons, mother
Ladd
pronounced with a snort of scorn, trained herself and us to perfect
Miss Norma Seavey, who is an ap
because that is how my mother frankness in explaining Just what she
John P. Venskus of Portland was pendicitis patient at Knox Hospital,
thinks of it. She ls completely ob hadn't heard and why she hadn't
a weekend guest at the home of Mr. is making rapid improvement and ls
jective about the matter. Her one heard it. There were advantages
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Clark of Dam
WARREN
expected home today.
and Mrs. K. C. Rankin.
Idea has been to keep the flow of to everybody in this severe scientific
ariscotta Mills were visitors Tuesday
Mrs. Helen Yeo of Brighton. Mass, communication with other people un analysis. For example, there was
ln
the
city.
Mr. and Mrs. L. E. Blackington
Rev Fr James OGara came from
and Warren was the soloist Sunday impeded. To this end she keeps her father's habit of dropping hls voice
accompanied by
Miss
Gertrude Providence to attend the funeral cf
Mrs.
Carrie
Waltz
has
returned
at
the Rockland Congregational self drained of self-pity; at the at the end of sentences; but there
Elackington motored to Nashua, N. Mrs. Mary E. Flanagan.
same time she Jumps at every chance were also her own distractions.
from
a
visit
in
Jefferson.
Church.
H., for a weekend visit with thelr
of helping herself to hear, not only There was my tendency to go pious
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Blodgett,
daughter Mrs. Robert Nivlsen.
Mrs. Harriet Levensaler and son
Mrs. A. J. LaFrance of Laconia. N.
for her own sake, but to save the in expression during exalted parts of
daughter Helen, and son Hugh re
Atwood are installed in their new
Mrs. I. J. Shuman Mrs. Edward home on Dana street, Cambridge, H. is visiting her sister. Mrs. William turned Wednesday to Westfield, N. J. nervous energy of people talking to the service—that always infuriated
P. Walsh. Mrs. Walsh also has as
her.
her—or my brother's guilty face—
Gonia and Mrs. Charles Morton were Mass.
Mrs. Rolland Thompson of Friend
• • • •
guests Mrs. Harry G. Brockington
sure sign that he'd taken marbles to
prize winners at the Corner Club
Deafness is not hereditary in our j church and that they'd rattled. She
and son Fairfield of Buffalo. The ship was supper guest Tuesday of her
meeting held Friday afternoon with
A group of friends surprised Miss
family, and hers could probably have i tQOk aJ, these
simple matters of
visitors returned to Laconia last sister, Mrs. M. R. Robinson.
Mrs. Nellie Dow.
Eleanor Harper Saturday night at night.
Mr. and Mrs. M. R. Robinson and been prevented nowadays. She had fact Jn estimatlng the success or the
her home on Ourdy street, remaining
guests, Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Blodgett chronic throat trouble, with painful fal]ure Qf her mornlng.s listening,
Mrs. J. Richard Bemis gave a 1
to celebrate her birthday. Two deco Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Roberts of and family of Westfield, N. P. and attacks of quinsy at intervals. Every- j
....
o'clock luncheon Tuesday compllrated cakes graced the luncheon table Reading, Mass., and Northport have : Miss Eileen Kimball of Newport, body, including the doctor who came Just after my older brother an(j I
merting Miss Sally Wood of Boston.
and many pretty gifts were in evi been guests of Mrs. R. W. Eickford. ! spent Monday in Newport, with Ray to lance her throat when the boils
graduated from college my
arrived at the suitable rich maturity. {ather died and mothers life took an
Mrs. Jack Slotnick (Bessie Block) dence. Beano rounded out a happy
------' Robinson.
Raymond O. Staples of Hartford,
and daughter Renee who spent the evening. Those present were Misses
Miss Helen Webster of Providence took all this as inevitable._ When entirely new turn. She, my small
Ruth
Wheeler,
Margaret
McMillan.
Conn.,
who has not been in the city
past three weeks with Mr. ond Mrs.
was recent guest at the summer home she was eighteen the family was in- brother an(j i settled In southern
Isador Gordon, have returned to Marion Fernald. Lucille Shute. Mar for 14 years, was a recent visitor at of Mr. and Mrs. Chester E. A. Star terested to discover that she was un- Cali{ornia we bought a piece of
their home on Riverside Drive, New garet Graves, Priscilla Staples, Char the home of his parents, Mr. and Mrs. rett.
able to hear the ticking of an an- ,and on a hiliside overlooking the
lotte Staples. Gertrude Knowlton, C. S. Staples, 34 Hill street.
Yorx city.
Kenneth Starrett and Donald Star cient watch in her right ear. But j Paclflc <j:ean; I got a Job, and
Marlon Church and Ethel Hayes.
it was ln her early thlrites that real mother began building, furnishing,
The newly formed "Knox County rett have returned to Providence,
Mr. and Mrs. I. W. Stinson and Mr.
deafness closed down upon her. She and renting houses. She sold two,
after
spending
a
vacation
at
the
Mrs. Roswell Eaton and daughter Chess and Checker Club" will meet at
and Mrs. Basil Stinson are In Bar
had married ten years before and left' eventually, and made five apart
Chester
E.
A.
Starrett
summer
home.
Harbor today to attend funeral serv Cynthia have returned from a fort- ’ Frank Gardner's residence, 204 Ran
her Connecticut valley for the ardu-| menU
a third one of whjch we
Guests
Sunday
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
kin street at 7 p. m. Friday. Will the
night's visit in 'New York State.
ices for Capt. Rodney Sadler.
ous but immensely rewarding lift of kept for ourselves until two years
Joseph
Stickney
at
a
lobster
dinner
members who attended th? organiza
a parson's help-mate in a very un ago. when we sold all the property
Miss Florence Jordan of Cambridge tion meeting kindly attend ;o further were Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Stickney
Miss Dorthy Ayer of Greenfield,
of Rockland. Mr. and Mrs. Earle finished Nebraska town. Three of and mother came to live with me
doss., has returned home, after Mass , is spending the week at 23 the Interest of the Club? Members
Maxey of Thomaston. Mrs. William us had appeared by the time of her in New York.
pending a week as guest of her aunt Purchase street, guest of Mrs. Llewel p’.tas» take thelr own equipment for
fifth wedding anniversary.
(My
The tin dipper lasted all through
lyn Keller.
a session of chess and checkers after Stickney and Mrs. Helen Hilton of youngest brother wasn't born until
Jr;,. J. A. Richan.
mother's
career as a minister's wife.
Warren.
Mr
and
Mrs.
William
Stick

a brief business meeting. It is par
ten years later.) Those pioneer days
Shortly after the move to Califor
James Gleason and
children' Mr. and Mrs. Frank D. Fields of ticularly desired that the vice presi ney and son Richard of Framingham.
included every kind of strain and nia. an epochal event occurred. We
Junior, Fred. Pauline and Ceclle and Wollaston. Mass., who are spending dents for St. George and Owls Head Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. Ellis Spear Jr. ac- hard labor. The droughts of these bought mother's first electrical hearsister Miss Helene Gleason of Man- I their vacation in Searsport, were atlend. The Club will gladly wel
Chester, N. H„ who have been spend- I guests of Mr. Fields' cousin, 8. Eliza come chess and checker fans in the comPan*e^ by Miss Susan Stevens, "dust-bowl" years are no new phe in device. Without this she would
Miss Harriet Stevens, and Mrs. Mary nomenon in the Middle West. My never have been able to carry on her
ir.g the past week as guests of Mr. and . beth Nash. Oranite street, Tuesday. vicinity.
Lockie motored last Thursday to father's parishioners lost their crops business activities. Her years of
Mrs. Joseph Couhlg. have returned j
Miss Esther French of Turner was
Mr. anfi Mrs. Harold Horrocks of Castine, and enjoying a picnic dinner and couldn't pay his salary, not to solving the difficulties of deafness
home.
mention wages to a Janitor. Mother stood her in good stead, for it was no
a visitor In the city the (first of the 1 Boston were ln the city Tuesday, en at Fort Knox. Prospect.
tied up her head and shoveled prairie small triumph to learn to use the in
week.
Richard
Stickney
who
spent
the
route
from
Islesboro
where
they
have
Tuesdaj' night Bridge Club went to
_____
summer with his grandparents. Mr. dirt out of the church after dust- strument. An elderly deaf friend
been spending their vacation.
Rockledge Inn for supper this week,
The Executive Board of the Garden
and
Mrs. Joseph Stickney, returned storms, and cleared the walks after couldn't be persuaded to bother with
later enjoying a card game at the
Club Federation of Maine will meet
Mrs.
Samuel
Skotnik
(Lena
Don

Sunday to Framingham, Mass., with winter blizzards, while my father the job, although his equally deaf
home of Mrs. Raymond Cross. White
Sept. 10 at the Birch Villa Inn, Bry dis) daughter Selda and son Harold his parents. Mr. and Mrs. William visited unfortunates for miles about, wife stuck it out with mother's help
elephant prizes were awarded.
ant Pond, with Mrs. Harrie B. Coe who have been making a 10 days' visit Stickney, who motored here for him. or divided what cash he had with until people could talk to her easily.
presiding. The Bryant Pond Garden | with Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Dondis.
Mr. and Mrs. John Starrett accom them. To make a long story short, Sounds through an electrical ampli
Mrs. Etta Melhman, who has been
Club will be the hostess club. At 1 Beech street, have returned to their panied by Mr. and Mrs. Newell Eug the result was a nervous break-down fier are very confusing after silence
visiting her daughter, Mrs. Rhama
p. m. there will be a regional luncheon home in Crestwood. N. Y.
ley and Mrs. Henrietta French at when we were ten or thereabouts. for many years. You have to learn
Philbrick at her Crescent Beach cot
of the members of the clubs from
tended Visitation Day services at the Mother was away for a long forlorn to sort them out. Then there is the
tage, left Monday for Boston to be
Mrs Rae Chosack of Johannes Universalist Church, Sunday at year.
instrument itself: the batteries, the
the guest of her daughter Mrs. Alice Androscoggin County at which time
• e • »
there will be discussion concerning burg, South Africa is guest at thc South Hope.
cords, the connections, the weight to
Latham.
before
returning
to
the organization of a district group heme of her cousin Isador Gordon.
It was a broiling July day when carry around—for those early In
Mrs. Delia Hayes, Miss Marie
Mcntreal.
as was recently done with the Kenne
Hayes, and George Teague visited my father brought her home—geun- struments were heavy. Patience,
Mrs Alice Wiggin of Somerville, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Taylor in South lne “corn-weather"—one hundred de courage, cheerful endurance of dis
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Eaton and Mr. bec clubs. The speaker of the aft
grees ln the shade and not a breath appointments, and a good head to
and Mrs. Walter Spear leave Sunday ernoon will be Flavel ShurtlefI of Mass., was a recent guest of Mrs. Hope, recently.
for Squaw Mountain, remaining over East Boothbay and )New York, who Elizabeth Haskell. South Main street.
Miss Cora Robinson has employ of air stirring. We three sat in a! figure out how the device was made
will speak on '“Zoning As a Basis For
row in the garden with wet rhubarb and worked—all these old assets got
Labor Day.
Arthur Haskell, Mrs. Elizabeth ment at the home of Mrs. Carrie
Civic Improvement." Reservations
leaves on our heads. We didn't know to functioning again.
Smith.
Haskell, June and Nancy Webel were
mother was Imminent until she and So she slung her electric "ear"
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Leach were , Ior the luncheon are to be made with guests Saturday of Mr. and Mrs.
my father laughed at us from the locket-wise around her neck and was
hosts Monday night at a supper party . Mrs. Lawrence Jordan, secretary of Emer Rowell. Skowhegan.
bac kdoor. When we shrieked, she all over the hillside from morning
given in honor of Mrs. Willis Brown 1 the Bryant Pond Garden Club.
FRIDAY-SATURDAY
couldn't lfear our voices. Then, when till night. Those were free, simple.
of East Boston. Other guests were
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Tyrrell and
she got back to church work, she pre-Hollywood days. We bought a
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Wyliie and Mr.
Rev. and Mrs. Benedict of Windsor.
found that she had to give up her pony and a cow and kept chickens
and Mrs. Ronald Messer of Warren,
Conn., were guests Monday of Mrs.
greatest
pleasure, directing the choir until mother's houses got too numer
LAUGH
at
the
loonayguyal
Mrs. Phyllis Brown. Mrs. Kate Mur
Helen Carlson.
phy and Robert Packard.
ous for such an accumulation of live
LOOK at the lovaly glrlal and playing the organ.
Mrs. Annette Keighley and daugh
"I faced myself down then and stock. She had a lovely garden, ln
LISTEN to th«8 hit aongal there,” she told us when we were
ter Jane, who have been spending the
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Lake of
CAMDEN
spite of the old ex-Vlgilante next
summer at the home Mr. and Mrs.
:estnut street have returned from
older. “I was bound there wasn't door, who was insulted every time his
J. F. Stevens, have returned to Con
10 day motor trip to Nova Scotia
going to be any difference In my irrigation ditches poured torrents
necticut.
id Boston.
life nor in anybody else's." The way into our roses, and my mother and
TODAY
to keep going was to refuse to be brother put on their rubber boots and
Miss Jeannette Gordon and guest
Mr and Mrs. Fred Gleason, who ERROL FLYNN, KAY FRANCIS
sensitive about mistakes. These be turned hls stream into the street gut
' Mrs. Rae Chosack of Johannesburg,
in
ivc been visiting Mr. and Mrs.
came family jokes. In those first ters.
! Sruth Africa, Miss Sarah Block, Miss
seph Couhig, Pine street, have re• e • •
years neither she nor anyone else
“Another Dawn’’
Anna L. Gordon and Ephraim Gor
rned to thelr home in Manchester,
knew exactly when she could or
None
of
us
will
ever forget our in
don motored Tuesday to Bar Harbor I
H.
couldn't hear. The discussion of her terviews with the little old man. He
and Bangor. They visited Cadillac1
Christmas or birthday presents in lay in his bed in a darkened room
FRIDAY
Mcuntain and were dinn?r guests of'
Mrs. J. Richard Bemis motored
front of her became therefore very upholstered ln crimson plush, hls
Mr. and Mrs. H. H. Gordon in Bar
to Portland Wednesday for a few days
FRANCHOT TONE,
exciting. We never knew from her small white face topped by a plume
Harbor.
visit with relatives.
VIRGINIA BRUCE
poker face whether she was on to us of white hair, a beak like an eagle's,
ln
or not. Once a few weeks before and the riEost piercing blue eyes I’ve
Miss Alice Hellier, whose wadding
Mr and Mrs. Charles Mehlman
Christmas we got into a heated argu ever seen. By his side lay the house
takes place within a few weeks, was
“Between Two Women’
have returned to Halifax after a visit
ment as to whether she'd rather have keys, among them the key to the re
guest of honor Tuesday afternoon at
with Mr. Mehlman's sister and hus
enc package—Joint present from all frigerator. where a large ham reposed
a luncheon given at The Thorndike
band, Mr. and Mrs. R. E. Philbrick.
the family—or small tokens from one week, followed regularly by a
•
Mtttoa
Hotel by Miss Rose O'Neil. The
SATURDAY—DOUBLE FEATURE
Parfcyakarku* *
■
Harriet
each of us. My brother held out for roast of beef the next. If we Inter
A group of Garden Club members
happy occasion also took the form of
WHEELER AND WOOLSEY
Hilliard .
. William Brady
the big present; both Of us girls rupted the daily ceremony of handing
met Tuesday at Mrs. Hervey Allen's
a “shower” at which Miss Hellier was
in
Jarama Cowan • Tkatma Loads
cottage at Megunticook Lake, and
were determined to gibe her lots and the key to the menial—who unlocked
thoroughly deluged with miscellane
heard Mrs. Leon F. Bryant of Cam
lots of bundles. I don't remember the ice-box, cut off one slice apiece
ous articles. The guests were: Mrs.
“On Again, Off Again'
den outline a plan for raising Iris as
what she finally got, but Christmas for the family, and returned the key
John Creighton of Ashburnham,
NOW PLAYING
and
a club horticultural program. Each
morning Charlie found a gargantuan to Hi$ Majesty—we waited until it
Mass, and Thomaston, Mrs. Albert
"LOVE UNDER FIRE"
IWE THREE MESQUITEERS
member Interested, plan to raise one
bundle blocking up hls doorway, and was completed. He was one of the
Elliot of Thomaston, Mrs. Charles
with
ln
we spent minutes picking up our tiny people who think that the less deaf
variety of bearded Iris, and as many
Babb of Camden, Mrs. Arthur K.
LORETTA YOUNG,
gifts.
other species as their garden will
Orne
ot
Wilmington
Del.
Mrs.
Ed

persons hear, the louder you must
DON AMECHE
“Gun Smoke Ranch”
• e • ■
permit. Notes kill be kept as to thelr
win Scarlott, Mrs. Theodore Bird,
shout, and that women aren't worth
care, soli notation, time of planting,
She was not sensitive, either, about talking to anyhow, so my mother and
Miss Ruth Scarlott, Miss Barbara
a contraption that she discovered I sat quietly by and let my small,
McBeath and Miss Eleanor Bird of I
etc. In this way members will be
SUNDAY AND MONDAY
about this time. This was the fa brown, punctiliously polite brother
come interested in Iris and knowl
Rockland.
mous “tin dipper." She had been do the negotiating.
edge In the horticultural way Will be JEAN HARLOW, CLARK GABLE
Rnckiand
Tel. 8«
Truck covers, spray hood3, canvas
hunting for a helpful hearing device.
obtained. Anyone interested in this
In
"Them ditches has got to stay,” re
Matinee 2. Evening 6.45 and 8.45.
cf all kinds. Power machir.; stitch- Continuous Saturday 2.15 to 10.45. Electrical Instruments at that time peated my brother carefully into
project please notify Mrs. Ralph Wig
’
Saratoga
”
ini’. Awnings stored. Rockland Awn
were merely subjects of rumor. One
gin immediately, as the Iris planting
(Continued on Page Eight)
ing Co.. 16 Willow St,
season is short.
old lady of our acquaintance held a
Glove-fitted, high front shoes are the newest
fashions of the year, and women are choos
ing them in Heel Huggers, the shoes with
the snug-fitting, comfortable heels.

MCLAIN SHOE STORE
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SHOWING FOR FALL
Travel

Sports

Dress

COATS
Hand Loomed Harris Tweeds, Camel Hairs,

Imported and Domestic Tweeds, Fine Coatings
by Forstman, Juilliard & Geramills, Untrimmed

and Fur Trimmed.
BACK TO SCHOOL

NEW FALL COLORS IN

DRESSES

HOSIERY

of new woolens and silks
We .have assembled a smart
collection for the school misses.
Sizes 11 to 17; 14 to 20

by

Stanton

Hayward

Phoenix

$4.95, $7.95,
$10.95

SMART COTTONS

NEW

$1.09 to $4.00

In a bewildering array of new
patterns and color combina
tions. Sizes 14 to 20.
Priced from—

HAND BAGS
In Suedes. Calfskins. Pig
skins and simulated leathers
at—

$1.00, $2.00,
$3.00

NEW

SKIRTS, BLOUSES
In thc (fall shades, plaids and
solid colors

S2.00 S3.00 SOO

MANSFIELD GOVE, INC.
THORNDIKE HOTEL BUILDING

385 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND, ME.

a fishei'man and had his share of
thrilling experiences on the Georges
Banks. He was 88 years old Aug. 27,
and reads easily without glasses, thank
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Dwyer
ycu. His hearing is as good as could
Have Callers and Con reasonably be expected. Mrs. Dwyer,
gratulations at Martinsville who was formerly Elmira Stone of
Cushing, was 82 ,Aug. 7, and ls en
joying good health.
The home of Mr. and Mrs. William
Surrounded by their eight children
C. Dwyer of Martinsville was a scene 1
Mr. and Mrs. Dwyer have had plenty
of more than common activity Mon-, to keep them busy, and life has held
day, the occasion being their 63d no dull moments for them.
wedding anniversary. There were
The children, all living, are: Mrs
numerous callers to offer thelr con Annie Knight, New Sharon. Conn.
gratulations to the long-married 1 Charles C. Dwyer. Hebron; Mrs. Orris
Holbrook Tenant's Harbor; Wilbert
couple, which also received cards and
R Dwyer. Brunswick; Mrs. John Mil
other remembrances.
ler. Kittery; George Dwyer, Chocura
Mr Dwyer, who retired from active N H.; Clarence Dwyer. Martinsville
work some 15 years ago, was formerly and Mrs. Harold Mason. Rockland.

MARRIED 63 YEARS

MORE THAN TEN MILLION AMERICANS WEAR ENDICOTT JOHNSON SHOES

cho|CC

New monk pattern in black
or brown suede with self-COlorad patent trim. Cuban heel

COMIQUE
THEATRE

Newest idea in step-in
pump. In black, green
or brown suede, trim
med with seif-colored
patent stripping. High
spike heel

WIDTHS A to C
SIZES 3% Io 9

346 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND, MAINE

FRIDAY NIGHT IS BANK NITE
Total Awards, $225.00
FRIDAY-SATURDAY

HUTRV «

room' 10PhN

TODAY
CLAIRE TREVOR
in
“ONE MILE FROM HEAVEN

the woods closed the HARD OF HEARING
No Smoking and No Fishing
There While Fire Hazard

Eviry-Other-Da?

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, September 2, 1937
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A TH1RD PARTY
John L. Lewis Issues

ADOPTS A PROGRAM

RADIO MYSTERIES

Maine Petroleum Industries Helieve
Phy I Coe, Famous Amateur
His
They Have Unfair Burdens

FURS

us half an hour /to get a bad log
Detective Star of a Notable
Challenge—Farmers Also The Maine Petroleum Industries
jam untangled.
mother's
electric
locket,
with
unholy
Contest
Breaking Away
But Louis and the Scot and all the
Lasts
Committee met in Portland Tuesday,
joy in ex-Vigilante syntax. "Those rest of us have learned from long ex
principally for the purpose of adopt
A $50,000 cash radio mystery con- 1
(New York Herald Tribune)
Because of “a serious fire hazard in ditches,” corrected mother, scan perience her easy maintenance of
ing a program of objectives for the
test,
first of its kind to be launched
John
L.
Lewis's
threat
of
a
third
'
all parts of the State," Gov Barrows
Strangers are different.
ensuing year. Believing that exces
dalized. and added sharply, "John contact.
: party to carry the banner of labor sive taxation, burdensome restrictions, on the air will be conducted over 200 :
Tuesday issued a proclamation sus
Mother
usually
opens
negotiations
Chapin, you never used bad grammar
Now Showing
against Democrats and Republicans and improper or unwise use of motor radio stations completely covering the
pending the oppn season on fishing before in your life.” He and I man with them, to help them over the em
alike has met with prompt denun vehicle tax revenues delay the full
barrassment
some
people
feel
with
United States, starting Sept. 6 under
in Maine's inland water and prohibi aged to keep straight faces until we
A New Collection
deafness. “I'm probably the deafest ciation from his enemies within the and speedy development of highway the auspices of the Radio Tube Di
ting smoking or the building of fires got a chance to tell her the joke. But
person you've ever met. But if you labor movement. This may surprise transportation, deny the benefits of
that
incident
and
a
lew
others
of
in the woods.
those who thought they saw in I automobile ownership and use to vision of the Philco Radio and Tele
FOR FALL AND WINTER
the same kind started us off on lip- speak into this instrument as you William
Green’s
disappointment many residents of this State, and un vision Corporation.
Gov. Barrows said his action was |
would
into
a
telephone
I
don't
think
reading. Mother met her first lipover
the
failure
of
Congress
to
pass
j
The contest, to be known as the
fairly shift the tax burden on those
taken at tha ‘‘written appeal" of reading teacher at the San Francisco you'll be much bothered." Once I
the wages-and-hours bill a strong less able to pay, the committee adopt
"Phyl? Coe Radio Mysteries will
State Forest Commissioner Waldo N. Exposition in 1195. She was a won heard her complimenting a violent
political bond in common between i
run for 16 weeks, with one complete
Stavey. who said mere were nearly derful woman, whose feeling for the old gentleman who began to shout him and his rival. But to most of ed the following program:
a score of forest fires, large and psychological difficulties of deaf peo at her. on having “a very fine radio us it will simply re-emphasize the I 1. To insist that all gasoline and mystery presented each week in a
motor vehicle tax revenues be used
small, raging in (he State at present. ple was profound. It was good for voice." Oh the Irish!
depth of the cleavage in the ranks) for highway purposes only.
broadcast of 15 minutes. A total of t
'Of
course
there
are
two
sorrows
Seavey said lie estimated 500 men. all of us to follow her ways of work
of labor which extends not only to
2.016 cash prizes will be awarded
2.
To
advocate
only
fair
and
which
no
amount
of
humor
and
Fur Repairs, Remodeling and Storage
including many COC camp workers, ing and to learn what can be done
industrial but to polltica’ policy as reasonable taxation of gasoline.
philosophy
has
ever
been
able
to
cure
winners
each week, with 51 grand
were fighting the fires.
with expert training. To our regret,
16 School St. Odd Fellows Block Tel. 541 Rockland
well.
3. To render assistance to State prizes of cash at the conclusion of the
The Governors proclamation clos my mother has never succeeded very ' she is deeply musical; she loves all
The conservative wing of labor, and federal authorities in detection series. The first grand prize will be
i
the
slight
sounds
made
by
little
chil90-tf
ing streams in the woods to fishing well with lip-reading. She is espe
represented by the A.F. of L„ har «
and prohibiting smoking and kindling cially sorry, for she believes that good 1 dren. Deaf ears mean no more rich, strong tradition of non-partisanship and elimination of gasoline tax $1,000. Total cash awarded during
the contest will amount to $50,000.
of fires was the first to be issued lip-reading is the best preventive of oomplete music, no more delicate in politics, shrewdly preferring to evasion.
"JOE E. BROWN"
presentation, ond Philco never seesi
Tremendous interest has
been.
since Aug. 19. 1935. when a similar ■ the irritation some people find inevit ) nuances of young voices. Yet the play one major party against the) 4. To urge the repeal of the un
or handles the answers, the contest ;
action was taken by Gov. Brann
able when they try .o communicate ! growing power of modern electrical other in attaining its ends. It re-) fair and unjust federal gasoline and aroused by the Introduction of the • judging being done by Reuben H He Hails From Camden and Is a
contest to the thousands of Philco
hearing instruments is bringing some
lubricating oil taxes.
Governor Barrows said the ban on with deaf persons.
Prize Winning Musician
Donnelley Corporation of New York
[ of these lost sounds back to her be members the result of its one depart
5. To oppose all tax and other pro dealers, and indications are that!
• • • •
fishing and building of fires would
This unique program will introduce
ure
from
this
time-honored
practice
remain effective “until revoked by) But it is amazing how few unhappy yond her dreams. When we had her when it espoused the lllfated third posals Inimical to the petroleum in millions of people will participate in two well-knovn radio characters who Eilitoi of The Courier-Gazette:—
the radio mystery contest.
me." “This suspension." he said “ap experiences my mother has had. For ' fitted last autumn with the best de party effort of the elder La Fol- j dustry and its motorist customers.
are destined through this series to be-' A young Camden boy appeared in
The contest is unique in several re
W.
H.
Schofield
of
the
Tide
Water
vice
for
her
needs
that
we
could
find,
plies to all sections of the State and bearance and patience is the rule, and
ccme
widely known. They are Peggy Searsmont last Saturday night with
lette. But. tradition aside, it will1
prohibits all smoking or the building endless ingenuity in attracting her she wouldn't try to listen to music have no truck with a political move- 1 Associated Oil Company, chairman of spects. It ls the first air adaptation Allenby, who depicts Phyl Coe. fa-) his guitar to play and sing in an
of any and all fires out' of doors in attention and getting ideas to her. at first. "No. no." she said. “I can't ment bound to be dominated by Lewis the group, discusesd plans and prepa fer contest purposes of the photo mous amateur oetective; and Clayton rir.ateur program at the hall. He
the woods, picvided. however that Perhaps very simply educated and go through that disappointment and labor's left wing and, if success rations for the coming special legis crime mystery idea now sweeping the Collyer, who will be Tom Clayton,! walked away with second prize. Two
weeks ago he received first prize at
such suspension of open time shall so-called unsophisticated people are again." She had been sure, when ful, to destroy the A.F. of L. and all lative session seeking to prevent the country; no purchase is required to mystery story writer.
imposition of further tax burdens compete; anyone may enter; and con
not prohibit fishing from boats or the best at this. (Of course the ideas we bought her first electrical instru that it stands for.
The contest will be backed up by Ereezemere at Lincolnville.
upon the highway users of this State. testants are supplied with books con
The young man in question is
canoes on ponds, lakes, rivers or they get over aren't very complicat ment, that music would be possible
• • • •
a tremendous advertising campaign
taining a synopsis of each mystery,
' again; but violins had been shrieks,
thoroughfares.
So in appraising Lewis’s challenge
ed! They seem to have an instinc
to newspapa.'s including direct ad Lloyd McFarland who has a fine
with accompanjing diagrams, though
"We are very appreciative of the i tive ability to cope with trouble of and orchestras like the noice of mow let us start with this evidence that,
vertising from the company and deal voice and with lt has won the best
it is necessary tc follow the feature ■
ing
machines.
Yet
I
notice
that
with
wishes for success from all residents
opportunity to entertain a record this definite kind. I remember a
far from having the united support
er advertising.
on the air to obtain all of the clues.)
in this vicinity.
number of summer visitors this year giant of a Mexican, one-eyed Louis, j this newest instrument she has been of labor, he must count on the viru
No entry blanks are mailed. They,
In Camden he is called “Joe E.
within the borders of the State, and who never could keep a ranch job be j playing bits of old favorites with evi lent opposition of a powerful faction.
can be obtained from Philco tube
Waterproof truck covers and spray Brown” as he looks much like the
I am naturally reluctant to take this cause he always got into trouble, very dent pleasure in piano tone. Lately, But suppose he could attract the
dealers in any city or town. Entries hoods made to order. Old covers Joe E of the movies.
extreme step, but in view of the un much like the giant in "Of Mice and too she has been succeeding in get great bulk of labor votes to his stand
must be postmarked by midnight of i waterproofed. Awning service. Rock
Mrs. Emma L. Mank.
usually dry season and the desire to Men." A brother and his wife in ting tiny children to "telephone" to ard. how far then might he expect
thc Saturday following each radio j land Awning Co.. 16 Willow St.
Searsmont, Sept. 1.
*
protect our forest resources, which I our town used to keep him straight, her. Last month she caught the to get? It is significant that the Newfeel is one of our great natural herit and he did our gardening for five or gurgle of a two-months-old grand York Socialists, in their statement
ages I am honoring the written ap six years, reporting in shouts of niece. And only yesterday this came applauding his expressed disgust with
peal of the forest commission and broken English, in mother's locket, from the village in Vermont where Democratic leadership, implored him
shall be most anxious to remove the his failure or success in dealing with she is spending the summer:
to "work vigorously" for a national
“I went to church last Sunday for farmer-labor party. Here is recogni
above suspension at the earliest pos drink and the devil the previous
sible moment.
week. Then there was the Scotch Children's Day and don't remember tion of the obvious fact that any
"It is my sincere desire that all stone-mason who evolved a piercing when I have enjoyed anything more party. to triumph nationally in this
citizens of the State shall understand whistle, upon which my mother than that bunch—from babies in country, must enlist the farm move.
TO
and co-operate in this serious situa would appear on an upper balcony arms up to boys and girls fourteen.
Of course, the farm vote is itself
tion. All game wardens and State of like the cuckoo in a cuckoo clock, and And. greatest treat of all. I could divided, economically and geogra
ficials will be instructed to proceed they would converse a la bag-pipe hear their fresh young voices sing phically. Yet. broadly speaking, it
in the enforcement of this proclama and flute on the relative merits of ing the hymns—something I've never holds the balance of power and has
tion.
pointed or unpointed stone-work. heard before with a hearing device.” repeatedly exercised it. on the side
All of which proves what she has of the Republicans during the dec
"The continued lack of rain and The manners of these two with
j contended for years: that she and ades of GOP. domination, on the
drouth conditions within our State mother were perfection.
j the march of science are contem- side of the Democrats since Mr.
has resulted in a serious fire hazard
• • • •
poraneous.
in all parts of Maine. On the recom
Roosevelt's ascendancy. And one
Perhaps her greatest success these
mendation and request of the forest
might point to the New Deal as
commissioner and pursuant to the last years, however, is with young
proof that a farmer-labor coalition
OWLS HEAD
authority vested in me ... I do pro people. Again and again her unself
on a national scale ls quite feasible
Mr and Mrs. Henry Brown have —for a time. But. unless we are mis
claim a suspension of the open season consciousness helps them to a frank
on fishing in the inland waters of ness. that leaps across all barriers of moved from the Milton Philbrook taken. the time is about up, and. more
mechanical difficulties to perfect property to the house formerly oc Important for the purposes of this
the State . .
Simultaneous with the issuance of communication. They pour out long cupied by Mrs. A. Young.
discussion. Mr Lewis and his C I.O.
Mr. and Mrs E. H. St. Clair and must bear the major responsibility
the proclamation. Seavey announced tales of their adventures and discuss
that six new fires “have been reported their problems hours on end. The children Warner Elizabeth and for its curtailment.
to have broken out in Northern flow of ideas is nertr impeded by Emery called Monday on Mrs. St.
The farmer's swing away from the
irritation or “temperament" on either [ Clair's father who is very ill in Rock New Deal began with the epidemic of
Aroostook County."
Fish and Game Commissioner side. Of course very funny misun port.
sit-down strikes and the patent fa
One day I
Mr and Mrs, Fred Brown of Whit voritism shown Lewis by the Admin
George J. Stobie said he had turned derstandings occur.
over for the Forest Department's use picked up a piece of paper on which insville. Mass. (Mr. Brown formerly istration in the course of this de
the Fish and Game Department's my niece has written. "Grandma. I of this place and Mrs. Brown, for structive chapter. It gained momen
seaplane to assist in the fighting of said meet him, not beat him." Three merly of South Thomaston! are tum during the fight against the
the fires. Stobie said his department of them had been talking to her at camping on the Brown lot on Post court bill, led by Senators from the
"wil, assist the forest department in once, and Caroline had had to take Hill.
agrarian West. Most farmers, in
Mr. and Mrs. L. W. Ames and cluding. probably, tenant farmers,
sharp, incisive measures to keep
every way possible.”
Forest Commissioner Seavey said mother's mind from shooting off daughters. Mildred. Margaret and are property-minded to an intense
there had been more than 100 forest down a whole series of rapids of mis Leona and Lillian Whitmore of Rock degree; they abhor trespass. They
fires in Maine this summer.
conceptions. One in awhile it takes port spent Sunday at E. St. Clairs.
are also ardent lndividulists, out of
sympathy with Lewis's philosophy of
mass dictation and naturally re
sentful of a court-packing proposal
which promised to play into his
hands All farmers, also, are consum
ers of factory-made goods, the prices
of which they could see rising as a
direct consequence of Lewis's activi
ties. In this circumstance lies their
basic quarrel with the whole labor
cause. It is undoubtedly reflected
in the defeat of the wages-and-hours
bill, the immediate occasion for
Lewis’ flirtation with his third-party
idea.
• • • •
Of course, the pocketing of this
measure in the Codes Committee of
the House has been ascribed to the
greed of Southern industrialists work
ing through a small group of Repre
sentatives. Very likely this interest
VEN Bob and Betty can prepare deli
made itself felt, but who believes
that, if the farmers of the South
cious dishes now that we’ve changed
wanted the wages-and-hours bill to
to Electric Cookery. No experience is
go through or were even indifferent
required. Indefinite instructions such as
to its passage, these or any other
“Cook until done ”—“Test with a straw
Southerners in the House, would
have stood in (he breach against it,
— “When its done, take it out of the
defying the Administration?
oven’-’- are done away with. Simple direc
In short, lt looks very much as if
tions on the cooking chart guide them
the farmers, toe. were on the point
of cutting loose from the New Deal,
to a sure success. A turn of the dial
not, however, to join Lewis but to get
regulates the cooking heat.
away from him, and that, should he
make the move he threatens, he and
his third party would tread the path
which, in Marse Henry Watterson’s
pungent phrase, leads "through a
slaughter house to an open grave."
THE CANTON------- 3 Chromalox Units, Cooker,
Not a speck of sooty car
Meanwhile, it is interesting to note
Utility Drawer, White Porcelain Enamel. Special
how setiously the President ts con
bon collects on cooking
sidering calling an extra session of
at $121.50. Other models as low as $79.50.
Pay
utensils.
Never do you
Congress in an attempt to recon
as Little as
have to scour pots and
stitute nis farmer-labor alliance. On
the agenda would be the farm legisla
pans. Walls, ceilings and
tion so desired of Secretary Wallace,
Monthly
curtains are easier to keep
also the wages-and-hours bill—iri
and own this
clean, too. Electric Cooka
other words, a plum for each dis
affected partner but mutually can
ELECTRIC
RANGE
ery is so clean you can
celing. For it must not be forgotten
FREE INSTALLATION
even cook in your party
POWl
(MPANY
on our
that if the farmer suffers when wages
dress.
Regular Plan
rise, so does the workman when the
farmer’s prices stiffen. One wonders
whether either will appreciate the
prospect of this Indian gift.

(Continued from Page Seven)

CLOTH COATS

LUCIEN K. GREEN

COOK/

MOBILGAS FOR US

SIX ROCKLAND MOTORISTS

E

ELECTRIC COOKERY
f# So Clean!

W

CENT

IT’S AMERICA’S LARGEST-SELLING GASOLINE!

AINE

